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(ABSTRACT)

To facilitate the design of efficient simulation experiments, Schruben and Margolin

(1978) recommend a correlation induction strategy for orthogonally blockable exper-

imental designs. The objective of such experiments is to estimate a general linear re-

gression model on the basis of a quantitative response variable generated by the

simulation model. Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987) develop optimal statistical pro-

cedures for analyzing simulation experiments performed under the Schruben-Margolin

correlation induction strategy. Formulas are given for parameter estimation, hypothesis

testing, and confidence interval estimation. The validity of this statistical analysis pro-

cedure is contingent upon the presence of a pure error component in the response. The

goal of this thesis is to provide an appropriate statistical analysis technique for simu-

lation experiments conducted under the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strat-

egy in the absence of pure error, and to identify conditions under which the pure error

component is absent.

Often, in order to construct valid inferences on the responses from a simulation ex-

periment, the technique used to execute the simulation experiment must be properly

identified. For purposes of this research, the identification problem takes the form of

ensuring that the hypothesized metamodel is appropriate for the number of random

number streams used to induce correlations between responses across design points.



This research identifies an appropriate metamodel and a statistical analysis procedure for
i analyzing simulation experiments designed under the Schruben-Margolin correlation in-

duction strategy when all random streams are used to induce correlations. Two exam-
T ples are given to illustrate the manner in which this model alfects the Nozari, Arnold,

l and Pegden statistical analysis procedure.
l
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CHAPTER 1

1. Introduction
Since the advent of the digital computer in the l950’s, computer simulation has

emerged as one of the most powerful techniques for modelling complex systems. Many

disciplines such as engineering, physics, medicine, space technology, social sciences,

business administration, and economics employ computer simulation as a mode of

analysis. Computer simulation allows the analyst to feign a real system in a controlled

laboratory-like experiment in order to observe and learn from the behavior of the simu-

lation model. This thesis focuses on the role of computer simulation as a device for
conducting such scientific experiments. In particular, the goal of this thesis is to extend

and combine certain aspects of both classical experimental design and variance reduction

techniques so as to develop an improved methodology for analyzing the results from

designed computer simulation experiments.

To facilitate the design of efiicient simulation experiments, Schruben and Margolin

(1978) devised a correlation induction strategy that incorporates two commonly used

variance reduction techniques, common random numbers and antithetic variates, in the

same designed simulation experiment. Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987) developed a

procedure for conducting statistical analysis under the Schruben-Margolin correlation

induction strategy. However, the validity of this statistical analysis procedure is con-

tingent upon the presence of a pure error component in the observed responses. TheCHAPTER l 1
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methodologies proposed by Schruben and Margolin do not allow for a pure error com-
ponent. Thus, the objective of this thesis is to identify an appropriate statistical analysis
procedure for analyzing the results from computer simulation experiments designed un-
der the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy in the absence of pure error.

Computer simulation is the process of conducting experiments with a mathematical-

logical representation of a real system implemented on a digital computer. It is an ef-

fective way of permitting system analysts to make inferences about a system without
suffering the penalties of real trial-and-error experiences. Computer simulation, how-

ever, can be both expensive and difficult to apply correctly and effectively (Bratley, Fox,

and Schrage (1987)). Thus, before experimenting with computer simulation, the analyst

should be confident that the simulation will be of minimal cost and yield reasonable re-

sults that are rather easy to interpret.

ln order to use computer simulation effectively, a thorough understanding of the

system of interest is required. After careful analysis of the system, the analyst must

make a few assumptions about the manner in which the system operates (Law and

Kelton (1982)). These assumptions constitute a model. A model is a mathematical-

logical representation of a real system developed for the purposes of studying that sys-

tem. To be useful, a model must adequately reflect the elements of the real system that

are important to the application in mind (Bratley, Fox, and Schrage (1987)). The model

should not be so complex that it is impossible to understand and manipulate, nor should

it be so simple that it leaves out the important aspects of the system. The model should
reflect some real understanding and insight about the system (Naylor (1966)).

In simulation, a model is usually driven with random inputs, which correspondingly

produces random outputs (responses). The effects or variations in the response, which

are caused by the random inputs, are incorporated in the model in the form of exper-

imental errors or random deviations. This thesis focuses on constructing simulation ex-

j CHAPTER 1 2
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periments which effectively estimate the mean response for first order, linear regression

models. In general, the linear relationship between the input factor and the response

of interest is given by:

y = gt + 6, (1.1)

where ii is a constant and 6 represents the inability of ii to determine y.

The statistical efficiency of the linear model can be measured by the variances of the

output random variables from the simulation (Fishman (1974)). In computer simu-

lation, variance reduction techniques can often be used effectively to reduce the variance

of the output random variables. Due to the deterministic nature of random number

generators, the simulation analyst has the unique opportunity of reducing the variances

of performance estimators. This can be accomplished by controlling the stream of ran-

dom numbers that create the stochastic variation in each simulation (Law and Kelton

(1982)). By reducing the variance of an output random variable, a smaller confidence

interval can be obtained for the same amount of simulating, thus increasing the effi-

ciency of the simulation. Two variance reduction techniques that are widely known for

producing results with greater statistical precision are: (1) common random numbers,

and (2) antithetic variates.

Both common random numbers and antithetic variates reflect a single idea: intro-

duce correlation to reduce variances. Simulation offers unusual opportunities for delib-

erately and advantageously inducing positive or negative correlations among the

observations (Bratley, Fox, and Schrage (1987)). The magnitude of the induced corre-

lation, however, is never known and usually differs from experiment to experiment. In

some cases, the use of common streams will not induce correlations at all (Pritsker

(1986)). However, Bratley, Fox, and Schrage (1987) assures the analyst that if the out-

CHAPTER 1 3
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put is a monotone function of the driving uniform random number streams, then com-
mon random numbers and antithetic variates will guarantee a variance reduction.

Common random numbers is the variance reduction technique which attempts to in-
troduce a positive covariance between individual observations through the use of the
same random number streams on different system designs. Differences in system designs
can be detected by using the same set of random number streams to compare two al-
ternative systems, where one produces a response y, and the other a response y, for
which the difference Efy,) — E(y,) is to be estimated. The variance of (y, — yz),

is reduced by inducing Cov(y,, y,)> 0. The efiiciency of the common random number

technique depends on the models being compared. The analyst can only hope that the

different models will respond "similarly" to large or small values of the random variables

driving the models (Law and Kelton (1982)).

Antithetic variates consist of assigning complementary random numbers to pairs of

simulation runs to induce a negative correlation between the responses. In the pairs of

simulation runs, antithetic variates try to make a large observation on the first run offset

a small observation on the second run, or vice versa. The average of the two observa-

tions then tend to be closer to the expectation ofan observation which is to be estimated

(Law and Kelton (1982)). Consider the case where y, and y, represent the response

generated by two replicates for which Efy,) is to be estimated. The variance of

Var[ %(_yl +y2)] = % Var(y,) + % Var(y2) + %C0v(y,,y2), (1.3)

is reduced by inducing Cov(y,, y,) < 0. As with common random numbers, there is no
guarantee that antithetic variates will be successful in inducing correlations. Antithetic

CHAPTER 1 4
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variates will be successful if the large and small values in the model have an opposite

effect on the final response (Law and Kelton (1982)). The feasibility and efficiency of

antithetic variates is perhaps even more model dependent than common random num-

bers.

To implement common random numbers and antithetic variates, the factors must

be matched up or synchronized properly. Synchronization ensures that a random num-

ber used for a particular purpose in one simulation run is used for the same purpose in

all other runs. Furthermore, the simulation should be designed such that the random

numbers are an increasing function of the responses. This monotonicity ensures that the

correlation induced will have the correct sign for variance reduction (Law and Kelton

(1982)).

Common random numbers and antithetic variates try to reduce the true variance

of the sample mean. If the variance reduction techniques are successful, then the esti-

mation of the metamodel will be improved (Wilson (1984)). Some analysts speculate

that the estimation of the metamodel can be improved even more when common random

numbers are employed in conjuction with antithetic variates. Schruben and Margolin

(1978) develop a correlation induction strategy for combining the use of these variance

reduction techniques in the same designed experiment.

Under the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy there are two "true"

models according to the number of streams used to induce correlations. The first model

requires that at least one stream is used non-repetitively across design points to induce

correlations. The second model utilizes all streams to induce correlations. The first

objective of this research is to identify an appropriate model for simulation experiments

designed under the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy when all random

number streams are used to induce correlations.
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Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987) develop a follow-up statistical analysis proce-
dure for use with the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy. They give for-
mulas for parameter estimation, hypothesis testing, and confidence interval estimation.
The second objective of this research is to identify an analogous statistical analysis pro-
cedure for simulation experiments conducted under the Schruben-Margolin correlation
induction strategy when all streams are utilized to induce correlations, and to investigate
the manner in which this model affects the Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden statistical anal-
ysis procedure.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as followsz Chapter 2 summarizes the rel-
evant literature concerning the problem identilied. Chapter 3 defines the notation and
background material necessary to discuss metamodel estimation in simulation exper-
iments, and sumrnarizes the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy along

with the follow-up analysis of Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden. Chapter 4 identifies an ap-

propriate model and a statistical analysis procedure for simulation experiments designed

under the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy in the absence of pure error.

Chapter 5 illustrates the mechanics of the methods presented in Chapter 4, by means of

two examples. Chapter 6 summarizes the research frndings and suggests directions for

further research.

L c11A1·1*1;R 1 6
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2. Literature Review

Although there is extensive literature describing applications oF computer simulation

as a mode oF analysis, there is a shortage oF technical articles regarding the problem

identified. However, oF the papers reviewed, the authors have produced a theoretical

Foundation For the problem at hand. This chapter briefly reviews the relevant literature

on estimating metamodels in computer simulation experiments. For purposes oF expo-

sition, the papers are arranged into three categories: (1) pure error, (2) correlation

methods For simulation experiments, and (3) the combined use oF correlation methods

For simulation experiments.

2.1. Pure error

Pure error is represented by the Failure oF responses to remain identical For different

experimental conditions. Mihram (1972) discusses an appropriate manner For obtaining

pure error. He briefly reviews the modelling process and indicates statistical tests that

are applicable in the case of stochastic simulation models. Mihram believes that the

essential stages oF a model’s development are:

CHAPTER 2 7
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1. Systems analysis- The study of a system in order to ascertain its salient elements and
to delineate their interactions and behavior mechanisms;

2. Systems synthesis- The construction of a complete, logical structure in order to
provide a reasonable symbolic mimicry, or model, of the system's elements and

interactions, including the determination and collection of data required to support
the model’s structure;

3. Verification- The determination of the rectitude of the completed model vis-a-vis its

intended algorithmic structure;

4. Validation- The comparison of responses emanating from the verified model with

available information regarding the corresponding behavior of the simulated system;

and

5. Model analysis or inference- The contrasting of model responses under alternative

environmental specifications (or input conditions).

Once a model has been developed, it’s reliability can be deterrnined by driving the

(model with alternative input conditions and observing the corresponding outputs or re-

sponses. Mihram asserts that a simulation model may be classified as either static or

dynamic. The static effect of a model’s performance is denoted by y,. The simulation

response at time t may be represented by:

y, = p,(.x,, x2, ..., xp_l) + e,(x1, 1*2,..., xp__l; s), (2.1)

where x,, x2, ..., x,_, denotes the environmental conditions for the model, s is the ran-

dornly selected vector of random number seeds, ,u,(x,, x2, ...,x,_,) is the simulation re-

sponse function (represents the mean simulation response of model encounters), and

e,(x,, x2, ...,x,_,; s) is a random response or "error" of mean zero. The dynamic effects

are measured by {y,; t = 1,2,..., T} where y, is given above.

CHAPTER 2 8
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Whether the simulation analyst is interested in the static effects or the dynamic

features of a model’s behavior, model verification and model validation are more com-
plicated whenever the model is stochastic and the simulation responses are random var-
iables. The stochasticity in the model represents the uncertainties or randomness in the

real system. In stochastic simulation, the model’s randomness is due to the endogenous

(output) and exogenous (input) variables (Naylor (1966) p. 324). With an initial seed

value, the exogenous variables are generated internally by the computer; the endogenous

variables are generated from the interaction of the exogenous variables and the charac-

teristics of the model. In order to ensure a random model, the initial seed values should
be randomly selected. Mihram states that "selection of this seed value randomly from

among its admissible values ensures that the randomness in the response, y,, shall be an

appropriate experimental error, thus permitting the standard statistical tests to be ap-

plicable.”

Once the simulation analyst has developed confidence in the programmed structure

of the model, as established by verification tests, the validation testing begins. Vali-

dation tests serve as checks on the adequacy of the first stage (systems analysis) of a

model’s development. Whenever validation tests are unsuccessful, a return to the ori-

ginal analysis of the system is in order.

Mihram (1972) reviews the issues of validating models, and in the setting of an or-

ganized, systematic, scientific procedure for the construction of models, he enumerates

a number of objective procedures by which models can be both verified and validated.

He also makes a distinction between validation and verification testing. The essential

difference lies in the statistical test applicable in each case: two sample tests for vali-

dation, and one sample tests for verification. Verification tests require experimentation

with the model; validation tests require experimentation with both the model and theCHAPTER 2 9



system. It is unknown as to the amount, or degree, of verification and validation testing

procedures are necessary for the model.

Mihram (1974), offers an explanation of the variation in the response variable, y,,

from a computer simulation experiment when common random numbers are employed.

He identifies two separate components that contribute to this variation: (1) block effects

and (2) pure error. The block effects arise from using generated random number streams

repetitively across design points. Mihram contends that this technique is compatible

with the experimental statistician’s concept of blocking. I·lowever, he cautions that the

resulting block effect should be interpreted as a variance component or random block

effect. The pure error arises from randomly selecting different generated random number

streams across design points.
Since the randomness in a stochastic simulation model arises from the sequences

of random numbers used in the simulation code, simulation analysts have long debated

the merits of using the same random number streams in simulating different systems

(Heikes, Montgomery, and Rardin (1976)). The idea of comparing alternative systems

under the same statistical conditions is similar to the use of the variance-reduction

technique known as common random numbers and the use of "blocking" in statistical

design. Blocking is evoked to reduce the experimental error across the design points.

Mihram was the first to propose considering the effects of pseudorandom number

streams as random block effects. He states that "in order to obtain a true measure of

experimental error, one should select at least one (and typically all save one) seed value

randomly and nonrepetitively among the encounters defined in a similar experimental

design".

Mihram (1974) provides a procedure for appropriately selecting the random number

seeds across design points for a dynamic, stochastic simulation model. To employ his

CHAPTER 2 10



procedure, the dynamic, stochastic simulation model must be viewed as a generator of

the set of sample paths from a stochastic process {y,}, such that:

.v, =y,(><; S) (2-2)

where y, is the simulation response, x= (x,, x2, ..., x„_,) is the set of p-1 factors, and s

is the vector of seed values. In the above equation, the variables t and x are fixed. The

response, y, , can be separated into two components as follows:

y„(><) = #„(><) + @,(><; S) (2-3)

where ,u,(x)= E(y,(x)) is the mean response and e,(x; s) represents the experimental error

due to the random selection of s.

By repeatedly employing the same seed values s„, for different values of x, the simu-

lation analyst can form a block of experimental units. Mihram believes that when the

same seed values, so, are used repeatedly across design points, e,(x; so) is no longer a

representation of pure error, but a representation of a random block effect. This inter-

pretation of a block effect is consistent with that given in the experimental design liter-

ature. Tl1at is, using the same random number streams at different design points is

analogous to subjecting different experimental units to the same experimental condi-

tions. For example, consider the case where g seeds, denoted by s = (s,, s,, ..., sg), are

used for each simulation run. This allows the response to be represented as:

* *y,(><) = u„(><) + b,(x: S ) + e„(><; S — S ) (2-4)

where s' is the vector of fixed seed values, s — s' is the non—empty vector of seed values

that are randomly selected across design points, and b,(x; s') is a random block effect.

CHAPTER 2 Il
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An appropriate measure of experimental error is obtained by randomly and non-
repetitively specifying across design points the seed values in the vector s — s'.

Mihram (1974) concludes that the proper interpretation of the block effect obtained

from the repetitious use of random number streams across design points is in the form
of a random block effect. This constitutes a variance component of the dispersion in-
herent in the responses from dynamic, stochastic simulation models. In simulation, the

analyst must not only be concerned with interpreting the resulting block effect, but also

with retaining an appropriate measure ofexperimental error. Mihram (1974) asserts that

in order to obtain a true measure of experimental error, one should select at least one
seed value randomly and non—repetitively among the encounters defined in a simulation

experiment.

2.2. Correlation Methods for Simulation Experiments

Computer simulation has proven to be an effective tool for analyzing large and

complex systems. However, the cost of computer time to execute a complex simulation

experiment can be very expensive. By reducing the computational requirements of the

simulation, experimental designs incorporating variance reduction techniques can be

used to enhance the practical value of computer simulation experiments (Nozari,

Arnold, and Pegden (1987)). Variance reduction techniques (VRTs) are methods that

attempt to reduce the variance of the estimate of the mean response without increasing

the simulation run expenditures. Of particular interest are the correlation methods that

take advantage of the linear correlation among stochastic simulation responses to yield

an efficiency increase. The induced correlation methods include the techniques of com-
mon random numbers, antithetic variates, and control variates. This section reviews the

CHAPTER 2 I2
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techniques of common random numbers and antithetic variates as presented in the lit-

erature.

For each problem that an analyst encounters, it is very important that the problem

is interpreted correctly before the simulation begins. The analyst must be able to de-

termine the type of factors that contribute to the problem, find realistic levels for all

major factors, and then specify the variables to be measured. In order to interpret the

results from the simulation correctly, it is necessary to test the statistical significance of

these results. The use of a common sequence to test all alternatives is a suggested

method for reducing the variation across design points. Conway (1963) and Ignall

(1972) believe that by starting different simulation runs with a common stream, the

computational requirements of the simulation can be reduced. The techniques of com-

mon random numbers and antithetic variates require the analyst to induce positive and

negative response correlations, respectively, within blocks of simulation runs by forcing

an appropriate functional or stochastic dependence across the design points used on

those runs (Wilson (1979)).

The common random number technique is a variance reduction method which at-

tempts to improve the efficiency of response difference estimation by using the same

random number streams for each of the systems to be compared. It is the most widely

recommended and used of the simulation variance reduction techniques (Wright and

Ramsay (1979)). The literature on common random numbers suggests that positively

correlated streams will generate positively correlated responses. For example, if the

same stream of random numbers are used in two different simulations, where one

produces an output y,, and the other an output yz, then the following is expected:

C0v(yl,y2) > 0. (2.5)

CHAPTER 2 13
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Consequently, the variance of common random number estimators of response differ-
ences will be smaller than the variance of independent sample estimators (Wright and
Ramsay (1979)). In turn, this smaller variance allows the detection of smaller differences
between means than independent streams allow (Fishman (1974)).

A second example involves the inducement of negative correlations between the re-
sponses y, andy, on two antithetic runs. By inducing:

C0VI.V1•.V2) < O- (2-6)

(y,+y,)/2 has a smaller variance than occurs when independence streams are used

(Fishman (1974)). The method of antithetic variates is often suggested as a means of

inducing negative correlation.
Fishman (1974) believes that these two examples are encouraging, for they imply

that relatively simple control can produce beneficial effects. The literature suggests that

the effectiveness of both common random numbers and antithetic variates is enhanced

if comparative simulations are well synchronized (Wright and Ramsay (1979)). Fur-

thermore, the efficiency gains are ensured if the final response is a monotone function

of the random number Streams (Law and Kelton (1982)). Bratley, Fox, and Schrage

(1983) give a definitive treatment of the methods of cornrnon random numbers and

antithetic variates based on these monotonic considerations.

For complex systems, establishing the necessary monotonic conditions can be a

difficult task. I-Ience, whenever complex systems are involved in a simulation study,

common random numbers and antithetic variates are not guaranteed to produce the

desired correlations. Kleijnen (1974) notes that indiscriminant use of the control over

random number streams can lead to unintended and occasionally adverse results in the

statistical analysis of complex simulation experiments. Wright and Ramsay (1979)
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demonstrate the adverse effects of common random numbers by means of a typical in-
ventory example. Despite the drawbacks of common random numbers, Law and Kelton
(1982) feel that the cornrnon random number technique is generally a valuable tool

which should be given careful consideration by an analyst faced with the task of com-

paring two or more alternatives.

Many authors give a thorough assessment on the effectiveness of the cornrnon ran-
dom number and antithetic variate techniques. A few examples include: Bratley, Fox,

and Schrage (1983, 1987), Conway (1963), Fishman (1974), Heikes, Montgomery and

Rardin (1974), Kleijnen (1974, 1978), Law and Kelton (1982), Schruben (1979), and

Wright and Ramsay (1979). These authors suggest that a variance reduction will be

guaranteed for responses that are a monotonic function of the driving uniform random
number streams. However, for more complex systems, where the response depends on

several factors and each factor is a function of several input streams, they caution that

both common random numbers and antithetic variates can be counter-productive.

Thus, before employing either technique, it is suggested to include a prelirninary screen-

ing phase to confirm variance reduction. In general, the plausibility of the common

random number and antithetic variate techniques are accepted.

2.3. The Combined Use of Correlation Methods for Simulation Experiments

In the simulation setting, the analyst has control over all of the input factors, and

the potential to induce correlations of a desired design between observations obtained

in different simulation runs. Although there is no guarantee of the magnitude of the

induced correlations in all experiments, correlation induction strategies can help produce

significant gains in statistical reliability and savings in computer time for a large class
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of experiments. Moreover, there is reason to believe that the combined use of these
correlation methods will improve the estimation of the metamodel for a simulation ex-

periment.

Schruben and Margolin (1978) develop a correlation induction strategy that satisfies
a variety of optimality criteria for a broad class of experimental designs. Their strategy
involves combining the use of two popular variance reduction techniques lll one simu-

lation experiment. The objective of such experiments is to estimate a general linear re-
gression model on the basis of a quantative response variable generated by the

simulation model. The two simulation techniques for variance reduction examined in

Schruben and Margolin's paper are common random numbers and antithetic variates for

different experimental points. Both common random numbers and antithetic variates

have been used elfectively for inducing correlations in designed simulation experiments.

However, caution must be taken if common random numbers are employed in

conjuction with antithetic variates. For, even though these two techniques are good

individually, they may cause a variance increase when used as a team (Pritsker (1984)

p. 745). With certain experimental designs, Schruben and Margolin (1978) show how

to combine common random numbers and antithetic variates so that the team is

demonstrablly good (Bratley, Fox, and Schrage (1987) p. 55).

In their paper, Schruben and Margolin (1978) establish the usefulness of common

random numbers and antithetic variates when they are utilized in the same designed

simulation experiment. The authors devise a strategy based upon blocking concepts

which improve upon existing recomrnendations for experimental designs in which the

estimation of ß = (ßo, ß,, ..., ß,,_,)', the unknown coeflicients in the metamodel of interest,

relates the response to the input factors of interest. They develop a methodology upon

which an assignment of random numbers can be used across all design points in the ex-

periment. 'This methodology can be applied to the wide class of orthogonally blockable
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first-order experimental designs by implementing a simple selection rule. This method-
ology is described in detail in Chapter 3.

Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987) present methods for conducting statistical ana-
lyses for use with the Schruben—Margo1in correlation induction strategy. The authors
restrict their presentation to the case where the block sizes are equal; however, they
point out that the same analysis can be applied even when block sizes are not equal.
Separate and simultaneous inferences on 6,, and (6,, ßz, ..., ,6„_,) are presented for param-
eter estimation, hypothesis testing, and confidence interval estimation, For a complete
discussion of Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden’s procedure see Chapters 3 and 4.

Tew and Wilson (1987) developed a three—stage statistical procedure f“or validating
the use of“ the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy together with a
follow-up analysis of Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden in a simulation experiment designed

to estimate a general linear metamodel for the simulation response. The three-stages
are: testing for multivariate normality of the response across all design points, testing for

the Schruben-Margolin covariance structure across all design points, and testing for the

lack of fit in the hypothesized metamodel across all design points. Each stage of their

procedure tests for a key assumption about the behavior of the response across all points

in the design. For complete details, see their document.

Some authors speculate that combining antithetic variates and common random

numbers for comparing alternative systems can augment the variance. (For details, see

Kleijnen 1974)). Schruben and Margolin have re-examined this issue in a more general
experimental design context. They have developed a correlation induction strategy

based upon blocking concepts which yields optimal variance reductions for first order

linear models. The only potential source of random variation in these simulation ex-

periment is attributed to the selection of the seed values used across the design points.
(See Mihram (1974) for an elaboration on this point). This implies that the classical
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technique for the analysis of statistically designed simulation experiments may not al-
ways be suitable for the designs proposed by Schruben and Margolin. Nozari, Arnold,
and Pegden (1987) derived statistical-estimation and hypothesis-testing procedures that
are appropriate for these designs. By having these formulas, many objectives in practice
may be addressed.
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3. Metamodel Estimation

Often the purpose of a simulation experiment is to estimate a linear model on the

basis of a quantitative response variable calculated by the simulation. In stochastic

simulation, a common experimental strategy is to use correlated random number streams

across the design points to reduce the variance of the responses, and in turn, improve

the estimation of the linear model. This chapter provides an introduction to the use of

correlated random number streams in replications of a simulation experiment designed

to estimate a linear model for the response. After the presentation of the basic concepts,

a detailed discussion of the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy is given in

Section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents the follow-up statistical analysis procedure devised by

Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987).

3.1. Concepts and Notation

In the terrninology of experimental design, the parameters or exogenous (input)

variables in the model are called factors, and the measure of performance or exogenous

(output) variables are called the responses. Consider a simulation experiment consisting

of m design points, where each design point is identified by the setting of n factors. For
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the ith design point, let the known functions of the factor settings,
{.1:,,: k = 1, 2, ..., p — 1}, produce the response y, which has mean :1 and variance 6*. Sup-

pose that :1 = ,6,, +
ß’,x and that the purpose of the simulation is to estimate ß,, and ß,.

Let y' = (y,,y,, ...,y„,) denote the vector of responses for all m design points, and let

§, ( for i = 1, 2, ..., m) represent the setting of the n factors for the irh design point. Then

for design point i, the linear relationship of the response to the level ofn factors, denoted

by §, has the form:

p—l

.v: = ßo + Zß:.x1,(€:) + 8: fw 1= 1, 2, ---, m, (3-1)
1::1

where {ß,,: k = 0, 1, ..., p - 1} are the unknown model parameters and 6, represents the
-1

inability of ß,, + £§,ß,.x,(§,) to determine y,. Define X to be the (m x p) matrix whose first
k=l

column is all ones and whose (i, k + 1) element is

x,,(§,) (fori= 1, 2,...,m and k = 1, 2,...,p — 1). This allows equation (3.1) to be written

as the following general linear model:

y = Xß + 6. (3.2)

Throughout this thesis, the following will be assumed:

ff!

2xk(§,) = 0 for k = 1, 2,...,p -1, (3.3)
::1

·
Z:xk(§,).x}(§,) = 0 forjaék k, j= 1, 2,...,p — 1, (3.4)
::1

and
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M

ZxE(§,) = m for k = 1, 2,...,p — 1, (3.5)
1:1

which implies that X is orthogonal. These three conditions can be achieved by a simple

reparameterization of the functions of the factor levels. These assumptions facilitate any

statistical analysis based on the model. To further simplify the analysis, the following
additional assumptions are made about the responses:

1. normally distributed responses,

2. independence of responses from different experimental points, and

3. homogeneity of variances across all design points.

A simulation model is usually driven by a stream of random numbers that is gener-

ated by a recursive formula from a starting seed value. The streams are scaled to the

interval [0,1] and constructed to appear random. Let

R, = (ru, rü, ..., r,g) for i = 1, 2,..., m (3.6)

denote the set of g random number streams for the ith design point, where

rü = (rm, rw, ...)' (fori = 1, 2,..., m andj = 1, 2, ..., g). The events of the simulation are

completely deterrnined by R,. Consequently, equation (3.2) can be rewritten as:

Y(R) = Xß + 8(R)- (3-7)

where R = (R',, R’,, ..., R’„,)'. It is also assumed that 6(R) ~ N„,(0, E), where 0 is the (m

x 1) vector of zeros, and E is the (m x m) covariance matrix of 6, so that (3.7) yields:

Y ~ N„„(Xß- Z) (3-8)
I
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In conducting a simulation experiment, there are at least three choices for assigning a

set of random number streams to each experimental point:

l. use independent streams,

2. use common random numbers, or

3. use antithetic variates.

Independent Streams involves using a different, randomly selected, set of streams at each

design point; the resulting responses are uncorrelated. Common random numbers,

which is intended to produce a positive correlation between the responses, utilizes the

same set of random number streams at each design point. Antithetic variates is intended

to produce a negative correlation between the responses. This method requires the use

of R = (r,, rz, ..., rg) for one design point and R = (l — rl, l — r,, ..., l — rg) for the other

design point.
I

When selecting different sets of random number streams at each experimental point

and assurning homogeneity of variances across all m design points, the covariance

structure ofy = (y,, y2, ..., y,„) is given by:

C0v(y) = E = d2Im_ (3.9)

The method of common random numbers consists of assigning the same set of

random number streams to two or more simulation runs to induce a nonnegative corre-

lation between thecorresponding responses. Let

Y1: (V11-.V21• •··•yml)' and y2 = (.V12•.V22» ~··•.Vm2)' (3-10)
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denote the m-dimensional response generated from two different design points in a sim-
ulation experiment. lf the difference E(y,) — E(y,), is to be estimated, then in general the

following will be observed:

Cvv(y1 —— (3-11)

Now if the response variance is a constant, 62, across all m responses for both design

points, and if the induced correlation between responses from the two design points is

a constant ,0+, then

C0v(yÜ,_m) = 02p+ for i= 1,2,...,m and j = l, 2,..., m. (3.12)

In this case (3.12) can be expressed as:

p+ p+ p+
p+ p+ p+

Cvv(yr- V2) = E = vz ° ‘ ° (3-13)

p+ p+ p+

If 0 < p, < 1, then the matrix Cov(y,, y,) is positive definite.

The method of antithetic variates consist of assigning complementary random

numbers to pairs of simulation runs taken at either the same or different design points

to induce a negative correlation between the responses. Let

yl = (.V11».V21» ···•.Vm1)' (md y2 = (V12•„V22• ···».Vm2)' (3-14)

denote the m-dimensional response generated by two replicates ofa selected design point

for which E(y,) is to be estimated. Then, in general the following will be observed:
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€<>vI%(Y1 + YZ)] = %C¤v(y1)+ %C0v(YZ) + %C6v(y1, YZ)- (345)

Now if the stream of random numbers used to generate y, is complementary (antithetic)
to the stream of‘ random numbers used to generate yz, and if the induced correlation
— p_, between the first and second replicates is constant across all m responses, then:

C0v(_y„,)y2) = - 62p_ for i= 1,2,..., m cmd j= l, 2, ..., m. (3,16)

In this case (3.16) can be expressed as:

—p_ ——p___ „. "p_
-P- -10- -/9-

C0V(}’1,YZ) = E = 62 (3.17)

-P- -P- -/9-

lf —l < — p_ < 0, then the covariance matrix C0v(y,, yz) is negative definite. Thus, in

the estimation of E[ %(y, + y,)], antithetic variates is guaranteed to yield a variance re-

duction relative to the direct simulation strategy of making y, and y, independent. (For

a more detailed discussion of these variance reduction methodologies see Tew (1986)).

To determine which of the aforementioned methodologies will produce the best re-

sults, ß can be estimated with the ordinary least squares and the weighted least squares

method. The most widely used criterion for comparing design efficiencies in estimating

ß is the determinant of the covariance matrix. Designs that minimize the determinant

are considered superior and are called D-optimal. For the linear case, it is shown that

either positively or negatively correlated streams produce a smaller generalized variance

for the least squares estimators than occur when the Streams are independent (Fishman

(1974). For a certain class of designs, Schruben and Margolin (1978) prove that their
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method is D—optimal when compared to common random numbers and independent

streams for both the ordinary least squares and the weighted least squares estimators.

3.2. The Schruben-Margolin Correlation Induction Strategy

Schruben and Margolin (1978) devised a correlation induction strategy that incor-

porates the two most commonly used variance reduction techniques, common random

numbers and antithetic variates, in a scheme based on the concept of blocking (Tew and

Wilson (1985)). The Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy is designed for

the special case where X is orthogonally blockable into two blocks. The number of de-

sign points in each block represents the block size. Suppose that the design matrix

X =(1,„T) satisfies T'l„, = 0„_,, a (p—l)-dimensional column vector of zeros. This design

is orthogonally blockable into two blocks if there exists an (m x 2) matrix W of zeros

and ones such that T' W = 0 and l’,„W = [m,, mz], where m, and mz are the respective

block sizes. Schruben and Margolin (1978) propose the following assignment rule which

minirnizes the determinant of the covariance matrix for the ordinary least squares and

the weighted least squares estimators:
If the m-point experimental design admits orthogonal blocking into two blocks of sizes m, and mz,
preferably chosen to be as nearly equal in size as possible, then for all m, design points in the first
block, use a set of randog} numbers R = (rz, rz, ..., rg) chosen randomly, and for all mz design points
ih the second bleek, use R = (1 — :,,1 - :z, ..., 1 — :8) .

Further, they suggest that the set of random number streams that drive the simulation

model produces random controllable block effects that need to be incorporated in the

model. Blocking theory is utilized to assign random number streams to the design

points.
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Schruben and Margolin (1978) decompose the error term 6, into a random block

effect b, and a residual 6:), both ofwhich are functions of R,. Thus the model in (3.1) can

be written as:

p—1

° ..V1(Rz) = ßo + Zßkxlxöi) + bz(Rz) + 81 (Rz) fo"
' = L 2• ···• m• ($18)

16:1

or in terms of the matrix notation, such that:

y(R) = Xß + WB(R) + 6o(R) (3.19)

where R = (R',, R'2, ..., R'„,)’,

B (3 20)bfi?) °

is the (2 x 1) vector of random block effects for the two sets of streams, R and R, used

in the experiment, and 6° is the (m x 1) vector of residual errors.

Schruben and Margolin (1978) make the following assumptions about the assigned

inputs (for 1 S i, j S m):
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0Si(Ri) = bäRi) + Si (Ri);
E[bi(Ri)] = E[Si (Ri)] = O;
V¤r(vi) = VSv‘l1vi(Ri)] = ¤2;
Cov[b,(R,), bj(Rj)] = p_,_o2, where 0 $ p+ $ 1;

OV¤r[Si (Ri)] = ¤2(1 — i¤+); (3.21)
C0v[b,(Ri), bj(R,)] = - p_o2, where -1 $ - p_ $ 0;

O O __

COv[bi(Ri). Si (Ri)] = Cvvl/¤i(Ri); S) (Ri)] = O;
. O O O O iC¤v[Si (Ri); Si (R))] = C@v[Si (Ri); Si(R))] = O for Mei;

Z = l|Cov{_v,(R,), jg(Rj)]|| is positive dejinite.

These assumptions imply the following three properties:

1. The response variance is constant across all points in the design.

2. Ify, and y, (for i ;'= j) are realized from the same random number stream, then

C0rr[vi(Ri). )y(Ri)] = t>+; OS pi S1. (322)

3. lfy, and y, (for i aß j) are realized from antithetic (complementary) random number

Streams, R, and R, respectively, then

CSrr[vi(Ri).y;(Ri)] = - ß-, -1S — p- SO. (3.23)

Let X, represent the design matrix for the irh block (i = 1, 2). If the design points are

arranged such thatX

1 Tx=[ ‘]= "‘¤ ‘ (3.24)
then these assumptions lead to the following structure for the covariance matrix of y:
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l

1P+- P+ —-P- · -—P-
p_,_ 1 . . . . . .

p..l—p__..—p_ 22El = 62 + = U2 ll 12 (3.25)“p- · · 'p— 1 p+ · p+ 221 222
. . . . p_,_ 1 . .

—p_ . . ——p_ p_,_ . . 1

where 2,, is (m, >< m,), 2,z is (m, >< mz), 2z, is (mz >< m,), and 2zz is (mz >< mz). Thus,

equations (3.9) and (3.25) yield the following:

y ~ N„,(Xß, 2,). (3.26)

Based on experimental designs that admit orthogonal blocking, Schruben and

Margolin prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1: If an experimental design admits orthogonal blocking, and if the assumptions of (3.21)
hold, then under the assignment rule the ordinary least squares estimator of ß has a smaller gener-
alized variance than it has under the following strategies: (1) the assignment of one common set of
random numbers to all design points, or (2) the assignment of a different set of random numbers to
each design point, provided

[1 + (m — 1)P+ — (2/m)(mi)(mz)(P+ + PJ] (1 · P+)" < 1 (327)
in the latter case.

Corollary l: Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the assignment rule is superior to the use of
common random numbers in estimating ßz; the two are equivalent in terms of dispersion for esti-
mating (,8,, ßz, ..., ß,,_,). When compared to the use of a different random number stream at each
point, both the assignment rule and common random numbers are superior in terms ofdispersion for
estimating (ß,, ßz, ..., ß,,_,).

Corollary 2: For t.he assignment rule, the variance is minimized when the two block sizes are equal;
q•

Thus, Schruben and Margolin (1978) show that their alternative strategy based upon

blocking concepts is a successful means of combining the two correlation methods of
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common random numbers and antithetic variates for a large class of experimental de-

signs.

3.3. The Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden Statistical Analysis Procedure

Nozari, Arnold and Pegden (1987) devise a procedure for conducting statistical
analysis under the Schruben·Margolin strategy. They assume that r independent repli-

cations are taken at each experimental point such that:

Y ~ N„„(Gß. @1). (328)

where Y = (y',, y',,..., y',)’ is the (mr x 1) vector of responses;

G = X® 1, (3.29)

is the overall (mr x p) design matrix; X = [1,,,T] is the original m-point design matrix for

one replication given by (3.24); ß is the (p x 1) vector of model parameters; and

G, = Z„,®I, is the (mr x mr) covariance matrix with E, given by (3.25); and ® defined

to be the right Krorzecker product such that, for any matrices A and B with dimensions

(h x i) and (j x k), respectively:

Abjk
(hj x ik)
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They also assume that the responses on each replication are jointly normal. The as-

sumptions underlying the follow-up analysis of Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden can be

summarized as follows:

{y. : i= 1, 2, ..., r} IID ~ N„.(Xß, 2.). (3.31)

Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden’s method focuses on finding ways to effectively:

l. estimate ß,

2. test H.: Kß = 0 versus H.: Kß¢0 for some (k >< p) known matrix K of rank k S p,

and

3. construct simultaneous conlidence intervals for I'Kß for all I 6 R*.

Their statistical analysis procedure is based on the following four results:

Result 1:

f1= (G'G)“‘G’Y (3.32)

is the optimal (minimum variance, unbiased) estimator for the model of (3.28). This

result yields the formula to estimate ß.

Result 2:

(mr)y’(l¥ — ß>—€2———‘l— ~ r.,_.., (3.33)
T1

where
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Fmju. -1..12
A2 i=l= -——*'-"'——— , 3.34Tl (r _ 1) ( )

y0,„ is the response for the ith replication of the kth design point in the jzh block, }2__ is the
average on the ith replication, and j__ is the overall average response. Equation (3.33)

can be used in the obvious way to construct a l00(l-ot) % conüdence interval for ß, and

to give an optimal (minimum variance, unbiased) test for ß,.

Result 3: The optimal (minimum variance, unbiased) size oz test for

H :Hß = 0 versus H :Hß #0 (3.35)0 1 1 1

where H is a known (h >< (p-1)) matrix of rank h < p, rejects H0 if

2
f* = > Fl_a(h, mr — p — 2r +1), (3.36)T3

where

A AH ·Hr· "H· "Hf: r( ß1)[ ( T;)2 ] ( ß1) 7 (337)(hd )

r 2(mr-108*A2
_ = F'-T3 _

(mr — p — 2r + l) ’ (3338)

and
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2 HY—GM2
= *—i—** • 3.39U (mr -1)) ( )

For simplicity purposes, ·i·§ can be conveniently expressed as:

A2 _ [m(V " Ü]82 “ VG1 + Q2)
rg —

dm _ 2) , (3.40)

where if is given in Result 2, and

r 2 962 = [mtr — 01**2 Z 20,,. -2,,.)*. (3-41)
i=] j=l k=l

7

::1

such that

r 2 r2,. = 6*22,,.. = 2.. = 6*22.., 0-=¤3>
i=l j=l i=l

Together Results 2 and 3 comprise the formula for testing

I-1,,: Kß = 0 versus H,: Kßqéü for some (k >< p) known matrix K of rank S p.

Result 4: A size oe procedure for testing

HO: Kß = 0 versus H]: Kß aé 0 (3.44)

where K is a (k >< p) known matrix of rank k S p, is to reject H, if
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r(r — k) A A _, A
7(-5;-IF ß’K'(KAK') Kß > F,_a(k, r — k), (3.45)

where = (X'X)·‘X'SX(X'X)*‘ with

S = -5-}; go. — im — rr. <3.46>
This final result gives us a method for constructing the simultaneous confidence intervals

for I’Kß for all I 6 R*.

The validity of this statistical analysis procedure depends upon the validity of the

Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy. It requires that the correlation

structure along with all other assumptions prescribed by Schruben and Margolin (1978)

are true. If all of the assumptions given have been satisfied, then results for drawing

inferences about ßo and ß, can be derived by transforrning the model to one with inde-

pendent observations. Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987) present an invertible trans-

formation that does not involve any unknown parameters. Thus, any inferences drawn

about the transformed variables can also be applied to the original variables. The au-

thors employ this transformation to derive the 4 results given above. This same trans-

formation will be discussed and utilized in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

4. Statistical Methodology

Schruben and Margolin (1978) recommend a correlation induction strategy for

computer simulation experiments that are orthogonally blockable into two blocks. For

a large class of experimental designs, Schruben and Margolin (1978) prove that their

correlation induction strategy yields superior results when estimating a linear, first-order

relationship between the level of the input factors and the response of interest. (See

Chapter 3 for a general discussion of computer simulation experiments and the devel-

opment of the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy.) Nozari, Arnold, and

Pegden (1987) develop a statistical analysis methodology for analyzing computer simu-

lation experiments performed under the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strat-

egy. The validity of this statistical analysis procedure depends upon the validity of the

Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy. In particular, the validity of the sta-

tistical analysis proposed by Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987) is contingent upon the

presence of a pure error component, s°, in the response.

In order to closely examine the methodologies proposed by Nozari, Arnold, and

Pegden (1987), this chapter is divided into three sections. The first section gives a de-

tailed description of the Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden statistical analysis procedure. The

second section provides a discussion on the manner in which the model given by

equation (3.18) will affect the Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden statistical analysis methodol-
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ogy in the absence of pure error. The third section develops an alternative methodology

for analyzing the results of computer simulation experirnents that are designed under the

Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy when no pure error term is present in

the model of (3.18).

4.1. The Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden Statistical Analysis Methodology

Consider an m-point simulation experiment where the conditions of equations (3.1)

through (3.7), and (3.18) through (3.24) are assumed to be true. These conditions yield

the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy for an m-point simulation exper-

iment with one replication taken at each design point. This section presents the meth-

odology developed by Nozari, Amold, and Pegden (1987) for conducting a statistical

analysis under the Schruben·Margolin correlation induction strategy. In addition to the

conditions prescribed by Schruben and Margolin (1978), Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden

(1987) assume that r independent replications are made at each design point, and that

only equal block sizes of mz = mz = m/2 are considered. Thus, the total number of ob-

servations is given by n= mr.

Let the (m x 1) colunm vector of responses for the ith replicate across all m design

points be given by:

yi = (Vihyüv (4*1)

and
Y = (YH. Y';. ---.

Y'„)’ (4-2)CHAPTER 4 35
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represent the (mr >< 1) column vector of responses for all r independent replications

across all m design points. 'Then (3.19), (4.1), and (4.2) together imply that:

y, x wß sf
y2 X 8;

y, x wß sf
(mrx 1) (mrxp) (mrx l) (mrx 1)

= Gß + (WB)®1, +
€°. (4.3)

In the event that the simulation experiment consists of r independent replications at all
m design points, equations (4.3) and (3.26) will yield equation (3.28).

The objectives of the Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden statistical analysis methodology
are:

1. the estimation of ß,
2. statistical testing of H0: Kß = 0 versus H,: Kß¢0 for some (k >< p) known matrix K

_ of rank k $ p, and
3. construction of simultaneous conlidence intervals for I'ß for all I 6 R".

In order to obtain results which meet these objectives, Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden
(1987) suggest transforming the (mr >< 1) vector of responses Y to Y' via an orthogonal
transformation of the form I‘®I,, where:

(’„)— V2 V1 lfq
·—Vz —Vzll i IIF: (m) „, (m)qC',

0
0 C'q

(m x m)

C, is a (q >< (q - 1 )) matrix such that (q·'^1,C,) is orthogonal, and q = m/2. Applying

this transformation to equations (4.3) and (3.26) yields, respectively:
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Y, = (l”®L)Y = (l”®L)Gß + (V®L)((WB)® lr) + (V®L)€°- (4-5)

and

v' ~~,„„<G'ß. eb. (46)
where G' = (I'®I,)G, and (9} = (l"®I,)€),(I'®I,)' = (l"®I,)(2,®I,)(I“®I,)’. Inspection

of (4.5) reveals that:

X*
X*

G" = ° , (4.7)

X1!
(mr x p)

where X' is given by:

”‘ 1/° “'<¤ ¤ c¤—1»
X* = 0 0’(l

X <p_l)) , (4.8)

C'qT1
°«m—2> ¤ ¤>

and
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T2 0 0·
(9; = 0 1; 0' ®I, (4.9)

0 0 -§1(„,_;)
(mr x mr)

Whara ri = ¤'(1 + (q — 1)p+ —· rm-). nä = ¤'(1 + (q — Up. + qm). and rä = ¤'(1 — p.)- Tha
results indicated in (4.7) and (4.9) are formally proved in Appendices I and II, respec-

tively. Under the assumptions prescribed by equations (4.6), (4.7), and (4.9), Nozari,

Arnold, and Pegden (1987) establish the following four theorems:

Theorem 1. Y}, Y;, and Y; are independent, _

Thanrarn 2- Yi~N„((2<1>L'·‘ß„„ T11.),
Theorem 3. Y;~N,(0, ·r§I,),

Theorem 4. where:

YiY;
= Y; = (I’®I,)Y, (4.10)

YS
(mr x 1)

C’,T,
such that Y; and Y; are (r >< 1), Y; is (r(m —— 2) >< 1), and T' = ®I,. Theorems 1-4

C' T;
are a direct result of (4.6) and (4.9). Let yü denote the (q x 1) vector of observations in

the jth block of the ith replication for i = 1, 2, ..., r andj = 1, 2, then:

(m)_%(l'q}’11 + l’qyl2)

vj = . , (4.11)

(m)-1/:(1'qyrl + l'qyr2)
(r x 1)
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“ l'qY12)

Y; = . , (4.12)

—·(r x 1)

and

Crqyll

C,qyl2

Y; = ° . (4.13)

C'qyr2
(r(m—2) x 1)

From Theorems 1-4, Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987) develop 4 statistical results

for use with the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy. Upon employing the

correlation induction strategy, Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden assume that the correlation

structure prescribed by Schruben and Margolin would indeed exist. Thus, the validity

of the 4 statistical results given by Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987) is contingent upon

the validity of the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy. These 4 results are

given in Chapter 3. Proofs of these results are given by Nozari, Arnold and Pegden

(1987).

4.2. Statistical Analysis in the Absence of Pure Error

In order to construct valid inferences about the performance of a stochastic simu-

lation model, the technique used to execute the simulation experiment must be properly
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identified. For purposes of this research, the problem of proper identification takes the
form of ensuring that the hypothesized model is appropriate for the number of random

number streams used to induce correlations. This section identifies an appropriate
model for simulation experiments designed under the Schruben-Margolin correlation

induction strategy in the absence of‘ pure error.

As discussed in Chapter 3, under the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction

strategy, sets of random number streams are assigned to design points in order to induce

correlations across the design points in the experiment. The number of random number

streams that the simulation analyst employs at each design point determines whether a

pure error component is present in the generated responses. In particular, if all random

number streams are used to induce correlations across the design points, then no pure

error component is present in the response. (See Section 2.1 for a more detailed dis-

cussion of this concept).

Under the assumptions of the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy

given in Chapter 3, when all random number streams are used to induce correlations at

each design point, the response z,, which has mean p and variance 6*, will reduce the

model of‘ (3.18) to:

p-l

z,(R) = ßo + Z;ßkxk(§,) + bi(R) for i= 1, 2, ..., m. (4.14)
k=1

(Note: the response variable z, which has similar properties to the response variable y,

will be used to distinguish responses generated by model (4.14) from those discussed

earlier). Model (4.14) can be written in matrix notation as:

Z = Gß + (WB)®l,, (4.15)
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E
where G, ß, W, and B are defined in Section 4.1, and Z = (z,', zz', ..., z,')' is the column

vector of responses for all r independent replications across all m design points generated

by (4.14). Now, it can be shown that under (4.15):

Z ~ N„„(Gß» Cvv(Z))„ (4·16)

where: ‘

_ C0v(Z) = E2®I, = @2, (4.17)

E — E2, = Cov(zi) = „*[ p+ ‘"'¤
"'"·)

’°‘ ‘”'¤
" mz) (4.18)‘P— Em ¤ mn P+ Ew. ¤ mz)

and EW], is the (i >< j) matrix of ones. Equations (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18) are proved in

Appendix III.

Applying the transformation given in (4.4) to (4.15) yields:

Z* = (1”®1,)Z = (1”®1r)Gß + (1"®1„)((WB)® 1,), (419)

which by (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18) yields:

z" ~ N,„,(G*ß, 61;), (4.20)

with

A} 0 0·
6); = (1"®I,)®2(1“®I,)' = 0 Ai 0’ , (4.21)

· 2

such that 21% = 6*q(p, -— p_), ,l§= 62q(p,+ p_), and l§= 0. A proof of (4.21) is given in

Appendix IV.
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Theorems analogous to the ones given by Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987) can

be established from conditions (4.19), (4.20), and (4.21), such that:

Theorem 5. Z}, Z}, and Z} are independent,

Theorem 6. Z}~N,((2q)”l,ß,,, 1}l,),

Theorem 7. Z}~N,(0, 1}I,),

Theorem 8. Z}~N},,,_,,(T'ß,, 1}l},,,_,,),

where the formulas for Z}, Z}, and Z} are similar to the ones given in Section 4.1 for

Y}, Y}, and Y}, respectively. The invertible transformation given by Nozari, Arnold, and

Pegden (1987) does not involve any unknown parameters. Thus, all optimal procedures

based on Z' are also optimal for procedures based on Z, the untransformed responses.

By Theorem 5, and as before, the model involving Z' consist of 3 separate ordinary

linear models, one involving (Z}, ,8,,, 1}), one involving (Z}, 1}), and one involving

(Z}, ß}, 1}), for which optimal procedures are easy to find. Arnold (1973) refers to this

situation as a "product of problems" and notes that a procedure for drawing inferences

about ,8,,(ß,) based on Z}(Z}) that is optimal among procedures based on Z}(Z}) is optimal

among procedures based on Z'. (See p.l35 of Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987)).

Thus, the situation created by Theorems 5, 6, 7, and 8 is similar to the situation created

by Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 4 with the exception of the differences in the respective variance

components. The remainder of this section is devoted to identifying and interpreting the

changes in Results 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden (1987) brought on by

these variance component differences. (Results l, 2, 3, and 4 are summarized in Chapter

3).

Result 1 remains unchanged under (4.15) in that the ordinary least squares estimator

of ß,
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ßo ns ¤•= _] =•= I __]

ß= Q =(G 'G) G 'Z =(G'G) G’Z, (4.22)
ßl

is the optimal (minimum variance, unbiased) estimator. However, Theorems 6 and 8

indicate that, respectively,

*)/2 *1 [ * 2 *1ßo=(2<1) V ), (4-23)

and

I I 1 I I 2 I I 1ß, = (T 'T ) T ’Z3
~ Np_,(ß,, /l3(T 'T )" ). (4.24)

Q Q
Thus, the variances of ,6,, and the components of ,6, have been reduced by a2(1 — p,).

A
Since Aä = 0, the multivariate distribution of ß, given in (4.24) is degenerate. To clarify,

«l§ = 0 in (4.24) indicates that if Gß is the mean of Z, then ß, is known perfectly. (In

practice of course, the hypothesized linear model Gß for simulation experiments is at
· A
best a close approximation to the mean of Z so that var(ß,) > 0. This issue is explored

in more detail in Section 4.3).

Result 2 remains unchanged under (4.15) with the exception that the half-width of

the l00(1-cx)% confidence interval for ,6,, is reduced by the amount ot?

2 2 se 2 sa (V " 1)[(¤ V1(p+ — p-) + ¤ (1 — p+)) — (¤ q(p+ — ß-)) Il (4-25)(mV)

Although Results 1 and 2 have changed very little under model (4.14), Results 3 and

4 have changed fundamentally. Moreover, under the assumption of(4.16), the statistical
A

test given by Result 3 can be eliminated. This is because the Cov(ß,) = 0. Since ß, is

known with certainty, no statistical testing procedure is required to determine whether
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Hß, = 0 or Hß, gb 0. Inspection of ß, directly will determine without error which hy-
pothesis is correct. Thus, the testing procedure given by equation (3.35) and the
100(l-oc)% simultaneous conlidence interval given by equation (6) of Nozari, Arnold,
and Pegden (1987) are inappropriate under model (4.14).

Moreover, the statistical testing procedure given by Result 4 for testing
H0: Kß = 0 versus H,: Kß aé 0 reduces to a simpler test of H0: ßo = 0 versus H,: ß0;é 0 .
As before, this is due to the absence of variability for the components of ß, under (4.14).
Specifically, following the development of Result 4 given on page 136 ofNozari, Arnold,
and Pegden (1987), it can be shown that under model (4.14):

^ I — I' 1ß = (X X) IX Z ~ Np(ß, 7 A), (4.26)

where

(P4- " P-) 0,
A -— 62 2 , (4.27)

0 0

and 2 = -}:- $2,. Taking S = 7 $(2, —— 2)(z, — 2)' and letting A = (X’X)·‘X’SX(X'X)·‘
i=l i=l

yields by (4.16) and Theorem 17.6 of Arnold (1981):

^ 1A ~ Wp(r —- l, 7*:-7 A). (4.28)

A proof of (4.27) is given in Appendix V. By (4.27) and Theorem 17.6 ofArnold (1981),
the Wishart distribution in (4.28) reduces to:

^ U2(P+ “' P-) 2AH ~
x,_l, (4.29)

which implies that
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~ t(r — I), (4.30)
li

where Au is the element of A in the first-row and first-column position. A proof of (4.30)

is given in Appendix VI.

The distribution of the responses generated by model (4.15) has significantly

changed the applicability of the Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden statistical analysis proce-

dure. In particular, the 62(1 — p,) variance reduction has eliminated the need for Results

3 and 4 all together. For example, equation (4.30) can be used to conduct hypothesis

tests and construct confidence intervals on ßo. Thus, as expected, Result 4 reduces to

the procedure of Result 1 and, as with Result 3, hypothesis tests and confldence intervals

on ß, are unavailable. Consequently, under model (4.15), the objectives of the Nozari,

Arnold, and Pegden statistical analysis procedure are attainable for ß,,, but unattainable

for ß, .

4.3. Adequacy of the Hypothesized Model

For completion of a successful simulation study, the adequacy of the model hy-

pothesized in equation (4.15) must be tested. Thus, this section develops an alternative

methodology for analyzing computer simulation experiments conducted under the

Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy in the absence of pure error. lt is as-

sumed that the (m >< I) vectors of observations z, (fori = 1, 2,..., r) are distributed ac-

cording to the multivariate normal distribution and that the hypothesized covariance

structure for z, (fori = I, 2, ..., r) is given by equation (4.18). To assess the adequacy of
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the hypothesized model, consider testing H, : E[Z] = Gß versus H, : E[Z]¢ Gß where G
has rank p (< m). This is equivalent to the following test:

H0 : E[z;] = I”Xß versus H, : Elfz;] aé l“Xß. (4.3l)

Inspection of Theorems 5-8 indicates that the model involving z} is really three
separate ordinary linear models involving 2;, 2;, and 2;, respectively. The model
E[2[,] = (2q)”ß„ is obviously valid when ß,, = m·“E[z;]. Thus, testing (4.31) reduces to
performing the following two tests independently:

H0 : Eljzé] = 0 versus H, : Eljzé] aé 0; (4.32)

and

H0 : Elfz;3] = T*ß, versus H, : E[z;,] aé T*ß,. (4.33)

To achieve an overall level of signilicance oc in testing (4.31), the tests given by (4.32)
and (4.33) should each be performed at the following significance level:

ö =1—(l —- ot)V°. (4.34)

In terms of the original data, H, in (4.32) is rejected if?

> t,__%(r— 1), (4.35)Z2.) — (Z1. " ·Z2.)]2}
i=l

where t,_L(r — l) is the (1 — -% )th quantile of the Student t-distribution with r-l degrees
2

of freedom. This is an ordinary two tailed t-t€St where 2; = (2,_ — 2,_)(q/2)% is the sample

mean of 2;, and (q/2)(r — l)"i[(2,_ — 2,) — (2,_ —— 2,_)]* is the sample variance of 2;.
i=l{

'
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In order to achieve an overall level of significance which is at most ö, the test given
by (4.33) must be done in two stages, each with significance level ö' given by:

6* = 1 —(1 -6)%. (4.36)

The first stage involves a test of the following form:

HO : lg 3 lg versus Hl : lg > lg, (4.37)

where lg is a small value selected by the simulation analyst to represent a threshold be-

yond which the analyst is willing to accept that the variance component lg is practically
significant from 0. The null hypothesis in (4.37) is rejected ifi 5i.

Mm — 2) — (P — Ulli =lä

f

D‘(m ·· 2)- (P — l)]Z||Zz3 — T ßillz
= > x*(ö*; lm — 2)- (6 - 11). (4.38)

o

where X2(ö·; r(m — 2)- (p — 1)) is the (1 — ö°)th quantile of the chi·squared distribution

with (r(m —- 2)- (p — 1)) degrees of freedom. (This is the standard test for a normal

population variance given on page 15 of Neter and Wasserman (1974)).

lf the null hypothesis in (4.37) is not rejected, then there in no need to proceed fur-

ther in that the hypothesized model in (4.33) is clearly correct. On the other hand, if the

null hypothesis in (4.37) is rejected, then stage two is investigated. ln this stage a formal

lack-of·fit test must be done in order to ascertain whether rejection is due to either a

significant value for lg or the inadequacy of the hypothesized model T'ß, . Both of these

conditions can cause rejection of the null hypothesis in (4.37).
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If the null hypothesis in (4.37) is rejected, then Tew (1986) suggests employing the
‘

following formal lack-of-fit test of (4.33) where 1-1,, is rejected in(4.33)66;,,/.:;;,,

(ss; — $8}.,)/(df; — -::2...)
dfkepvdfRep)vS

SRep/dfkep SSkep/dfkep

where

r r r 2
SSEEZIIZ:3 — T ß1||2 = XIII: - Xßllz — 42 2%. — Z.)2- (4-40)

i=l i=l i=1j=l

T

Sskep EZHZIB — 23"2 =
i=l

f f q I'
XIII: —— ZII2 — m2(%.. — Z.)2 — 3* 2E%. — äz.) — (Z1. — Z2.)]2- (4-41)
::1 ::1 ::1

and F,_,.(dj} — a'j},„, djjw) is the (1 — ö')th quantile of the F-distribution with
dj} — d_/},,, and d_/},,, degrees of freedom. If this test fails to reject then the analyst must
conclude that rejection of the null hypothesis in (4.37) was due to lä ak 0.

In order to draw correct inferences about the system under study, the appropriate-
ness of the hypothesized model must be tested. This is because the adequacy of the

hypothesized model can greatly effect the results of the statistical analysis. The statis-
tical techniques of this section can be used to determine whether the hypothesized
metamodel is appropriate or inappropriate for the simulation experiment.
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5. Experimentation and Results

To illustrate the mechanics of the methodologies presented in Chapter 4 and em-

phasize result (4.21), two examples were performed. For each example, the Schruben-

Margolin correlation induction strategy was performed in the following two ways: (1)

with all random number streams used to induce correlations, and (2) with at least one

random number stream randomly selected across design points. The first example, given

in Section 5.1, presents a simplified simulation experiment designed to give a thorough
assessment on the presence of random errors when all random number streams are used
to induce correlations. The second example, given in Section 5.2, is an assembly shop

experiment which is similar to the example analyzed by Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden

(1987). The results from these experiments are compared to illustrate the validity of re-

sult (4.21).

5.1. An Illustrative Example on the Effectiveness of the Combined Use of

Common Random Numbers and Antithetic Variates

In this section, a simulation experiment is conducted to illustrate how the imple-

mentation of the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy can affect the pres-
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ence of random error in the response. Consider a simulation experiment consisting of
two factors, each with two levels of interest. For the izh replicate of the jrh design point,
the known function of the factor settings, xl and xl, yield the univariate response yü,
which has mean ,u and variance oz. The vector, y,= (y,l,_y,l, ...,y,„,)', denotes the m re-
sponses of the ith replicate. For a given design point, the linear relation of the univariate
response to the level of two factors is given by:

Yyn = ßo + ßixn + ßzxzj + 8(mm (5-1)

where

y,,,, = the response for the nth run of the simulation using the ith and jth

level of the factor settings;

ßll = the overall mean response;
xl, = the fixed effect of the irh level of the factor setting;

e xl, = the fixed effect of the jth level of the factor setting;

e,,,,,,= the residual error for the nth computation of the simulation at factor
levels xl,, and xl, where {6,,,,, : for all i,j, k, rr} IID ~ N(0, 62).

In order to demonstrate the impact of using all streams to induce correlations for this

example, the error term in model (5.l) was decomposed into two components:

6l,,l,, and 6l,,,,,. That is, 6,,,,, = sl,ll,, + 6l,„l,,, where el,,,l,, IID ~ N(0, ci) and
sl,,l,, IID ~ N(0, ol), such that 62 = (of + ol). (Note that, unlike most simulation models,

the model in (5.1) is completely known and is nor an hypothesized approximation to the

true relationship between the response of interest and the settings of the factors.)

For this example, the simulation experiments were performed using the tabulation

method of the Normal distribution function with 10 independent replications made at
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each of the four design points. The purpose of this example is to study the effect that
the different factor levels have on the mean response. To study this system, a 22 factorial

design was employed for factor levels x, and x2 given in Table l. This 2* factorial design

is orthogonally blockable into two blocks of four design points each. The x,x2 inter-

action was used to divide the experiment into two incomplete blocks of two design

points each. Table 2 shows how the treatments were assigned to the blocks so as to

confound x,x2 with the block effect induced by the assignment of common random

number streams and antithetic random number streams as prescribed by the Schruben-

Margolin strategy.

Including the block effect, the complete mathematical model for this experiment is

given by:

yzgn = ßo + 81+ ß1x11+ ßzxzj + 81 (mn + 82 (gyn (5-2)

where B, = the random effect of the lth block, confounded with the x,x2 interaction such

that {B,: I= l, 2} IID ~ N(;1„, 0%)].LÜ = 0, if the x,x2 interaction does not exist. The block

effect B, is random due to the random selection of the set of random number streams,

R, and R2, that are used by all design points in Block 1 to drive the two error compo-

nents, 6,,,,,, and 62,22,,, respectively. For all design points in Block 2, the antithetic streams,
R, and R2, are used to drive 1:,,2,,, and 62,,,,,, respectively. (See the assignment rule given in
Chapter 3.)

To provide the desired sign pattern for the induced correlations as prescribed by the

Schruben·Margolin correlation induction strategy, this example was structured so as to

maintain the following properties across all four design points:

l. The response y has the same monotonic dependence on the ith random number

sampled within a run when all other random numbers are fixed (i = 1, 2, ...).
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Table 1. Factor Levels for Example 1

Factors Selected Levels

xl -1 E 1.0-1- 1 E 2.0
xl -1 E 2.0+ 1 E 3.0
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Table 2. Assignment of Treatment Combinations to Blocks for Example 1

Block J Response Index Treatment Combination
(Random Number Assignment) k x, x2

1 1 -1 -1
(Common Streams R)

2 -1- 1 + 1

2 3 -1 + 1
(Antithetic Streams R)

4 + 1 -1
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2. Random numbers are assigned to the error term in a synchronized manner so that
the stochastic characteristics generated are the same for every alternative within the

same block (j = 1, 2).

For a detailed discussion of the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy, see
Chapter 3.

For this example, the first set of runs utilized all streams to induce correlations
across design points. Table of Appendix VII displays the random number Streams

used for this experiment. The resulting set of simulation responses are displayed in Ta-

ble 3. The corresponding sample correlation matrix is given by:

1.0000 1.0000 -.9998 -.9998
1.0000 1.0000 -.9998 -.9998[-.9998 -.9998 1.0000 1.0000 ]° (53)
-.9998 -.9998 1.0000 1.0000

and the resulting sample covariance matrix of Ä = (B0, 23,, fi,)' is given by:

0.0006 0.0000 0.0000[0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 (5.4)
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

By applying formulas (3.34), (3.40), (3.41), and (3.42) to the generated simulation re-

sponses, the following results were obtained:

6* = 3.6080, = 0.0026, %§ = 12.9842, and %§ = 0.0009. Observe that if, and %§ are not

practically, significantly different from 0. Thus, as expected, when all streams are uti-

lized under the Schruben-Margolin strategy in conjunction with a linear model, no pure

error is observed in the responses.

To demonstrate when a measure of pure error is present in the simulation model, a

second set of simulation runs were performed under conditions similar to experiment 1,
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except that stream two, which drives 6,000,, of the error term, was randornly selected across
all design points. See Table 14 of Appendix VII for the random number streams used
in this experiment. The resulting set of generated responses are displayed in Table 4.
The corresponding sample correlation matrix is given by:

1.0000 .7451 -.5998 .0982
.7451 1.0000 -.5930 .2504 (5 5-.5998 -.5930 1.0000 -.4402

’ e )

.0982 .2504 -.4402 1.0000

and the resulting sample covariance matrix of Ä = (,f£0, ,22,, Ä0)’ is given by:

.8577 .3593 -.2682 ‘

.3592 .5797 -.2193 . (5.6)
-.2682 -.2192 .4467

The following results were obtained from formulas (3.34), (3.40), (3.41), and (3.42):
82 = 3.3210, = 3.0718, %§ = 5.3699, and €·§

= 1.7552. Of note is that with pure error in
the simulation model, %§, and %§ are practically, significantly different from 0.

To complete this first example, another set of simulation runs were made. These

runs were conducted to demonstrate the effect that an incorrectly hypothesized model
can have on the statistical results, or more directly, how the results obtained from an
incorrectly specified model can mask the absence of random error in the response. As
before, the sojourn time is investigated under the different factor levels. This second set
of runs were performed exactly as the first set, except that a non-linear model was used

to generate the simulation responses. The non-linear model used for this experiment is

given by:

Yqn = ßo + ß1x1z+ ßzxzj + (~"°izxé)8(y)„ (5-7)
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where

yÜ„ = the response for the nth run of the simulation using the izh and jth
level of the factor settings;

,8,, = the overall mean response;
x,, = the fixed effect of the ith level of the factor setting;
x2, = the üxed effect of the jth level of the factor setting;
6,Ü,,,= the residual error for the nzh computation of the simulation at factor

levels x,,, and x2, where {6,,,,,, : for all i, j, k, rz} IID ~ N(0, 62).

Equation (5.7) represents the correct relationship between the response and the levels

of the input factors. However, for this experiment, the linear model in (5.1) was used

as the hypothesized metamodel. Thus, there will be a lack—of-fit component present in
the results.

Table 5 gives the resulting responses generated, where all streams were utilized un-
der model (5.7). Again, random number streams, R, and R2, are used to drive the two

error components of, 6,,,,,,, and 6,,,,,,, respectively, for all design points in Block 1, and the
antithetic streams, R, and R2, are used to drive the error components in Block 2. Table
13 of Appendix VII displays the random number streams used in this experiment. The

corresponding sample covariance matrix of is = (8,,, 8,, 8,)' is given by:47.8000 81.3000127.200081.3000137.7000 216.2000 . (5.8)
127.5000 216.5000 340.0000

As expected, the sample correlation matrix for this example was exactly the same as in

experiment 1, and is given by equation (5.3). Using the responses generated from model
(5.7), the following results were obtained from formulas (3.34), (3.40), (3.41), and (3.42),
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respectively: öz = 1475.010, ii = 172.010, ii = 3418.072, and %§ = 859.976. Notice the
huge Variations in the responses generated from model (5.3) as compared to the re-
sponses obtained in the first set of runs. The responses generated from the non-linear
model in (5.7) gives the true relationship between the response of interest and the input
factors. I—Iowever, the statistical analysis for this experiment was conducted under the
assumption that the true relationship between the response of interest and the input
factors is given by the linear model in (5.1). Thus, since the only change from (5.1) to
(5.7) is the inclusion of the non-linear term, (xi,x§j)6(,„„, this Variation must be due to the
lack-of-fit in the model, and not the procedure used to perform the simulation exper-
iment.

Model (5.7) was also used to generate the responses for a fourth set of runs, where

the second stream, R2, was randomly selected across design points. See Appendix VII,
Table 14 for the random number streams used in this experiment. Model (5.7) again
represents the true relationship between the response of interest and the levels of the

input factors, and as before, the hypothesized metamodel will be given by model (5.1).
The responses are given in Table 6, and the corresponding sample covariance matrix of

I
Ä = (ßo, Ä, ,fi,)' is given by: [462.0000 462.5000279.0000472.2000506.7000 264.7000 . (5.9)

278.7000 264.7000 268.2000

The correlation matrix for this experiment was identical to the one for experiment 2, and

is given in equation (5.5). The following results were obtained from formulas (3.34),

(3.40), (3.41), and (3.42):
82 = 1732.5160, = 1662.8000, %§ = 1784.4520, and ·i·§ = 1394.9030. These results indi-

cate a moderate increase in 62, but, as expected, a significant increase results in
%§ and %§ .CHAPTER 5 60
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These relatively simple simulation experiments have eloquently illustrated the ap-

propriateness for a measure of pure error in a simulation experiment. They also show
how a lack-of—fit of the hypothesized model tends to distort the results of the statistical
analysis.

5.2. The Assembly Shop Example

This section contains example 2, which consists of an experiment that is a variant

of the assembly shop example that was originally analyzed by Nozari, Arnold, and

Pegden (1987). In the first experiment, sets of random number streams are employed

at each design point in an effort to induce correlations. The second experiment allows

one stream to be randomly selected among the design points. Figure 1 depicts the flow

of jobs through the assembly shop system.

Jobs arrive to this shop according to a Poisson process with an arrival rate of 10

per hour. All jobs enter the system through station 1 by an automated device. After

an assembly operation has been completed at station 1, 80% of the jobs go to station 2

for a minor adjustment, 5% go to station 3 for a major adjustment, and 15% go imme-

diately into inventory, and thus leave the system. Jobs completing service at stations 2

and 3 also leave the system by going into inventory. The shop admits jobs from 8:00

A.M. to 4:00 P.M. every day. However, service at each station continues until all jobs

admitted during regular working hours have departed from the system. Service time at

station 1 is constant and service times at stations 2 and 3 are uniformly distributed over

specified ranges. Table 7 gives the service time distributions at each station under the
existing and proposed equipment.
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Table 7. Factor Levels for the Assembly Shop Simulation Experiment

Factors Selected Levels

x, : Service Time at Station 1 -1 E Constant at 1.0 minutes,
+ 1 E Constant at 5.0 minutes,

x2 : Service Time at Station 2 -1 E Uniform over the interval (0.0, 1.0) min,
+ 1 E Uniform over the interval (4.0, 5.0) min,

x, : Service Time at Station 3 -1 E Uniform over the interval (12.0, 24.0) min,
+ 1 E Uniform over the interval (21.0, 33.0) min.
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The purpose of this example was to study the effects of the proposed equipment.

In particular, the expected system sojourn time is investigated for a job performed under

the service time distributions of the existing and proposed equipment. The performance

measure of interest was the daily average system sojourn time for all jobs entering the

system during a day’s operation. To study this system, a 23 factorial design was em—

ployed with the following independent factors: x, is the service time distribution at sta—

tion 1; x, is the service time distribution at station 2; and x, is the service time

distribution at station 3. As shown in Table 7, each of these variables constitute a fixed
qualitative factor set at two levels. This selection of the factor levels defines a factor

space that is substantially larger than that specified by Nozari, Arnold, and Pegden

(1987). Moreover, the variance of the service times for each factor is the same for all

factor levels. This latter property contributes to the homogeneity of response variances

across all design points.

For this example, the existence of a three-way interaction was unimaginable. Thus,

interest originally centered on the first·order effects and two-factor interactions. Let z

denote the average system sojourn time for all jobs processed during a day of simulated

operation. The postulated mathematical model for z when all random strearns are em-

ployed is given by:

E(Zükn) = ßo + ß1x1z+ ßzxzy + ßsxak + ßaxizxzj + ßsxizxak + ß6x2j="3k + ß7xlix2jx3k• (510)

where

2,,,,,, = the response for the nth run of the simulation using the iz/1 service

time distribution at station 1, the jth service time distribution at

station 2, and the kzh service time distribution at station 3;

ß,, = the overall mean response;CHAPTER 5 65
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x„ = the fixed effect of the ith service time distribution at station l;
xzj = the fixed effect of the jrh service time distribution at station 2;
x,,x,j = the fixed effect of the interaction of the iz/2 level ofx, with the jth

level of xz;

x,,, = the fixed effect of the kzh service time distribution at station 3;

x,,x,,, = the fixed effect of the interaction of the ith level of x, with the kth
level of x3;

x,;x,,, = the fixed effect of the interaction of the jth level of x, with the kzh
level of x3;

x,,x,jx,,,= the fixed effect of the interaction of the ith level of x, with the jth

level of x, and the kth level of x,.

This 2° factorial design is orthogonally blockable into two blocks of four design
points each. The x,x2x, interaction, with one degree of freedom, was used to divide the
experiment into two incomplete blocks of four design points each. The decision to de-

fine the blocks in this manner depend upon a priori decision that the 3-way interaction

is insignificant. Thus, the x,x,x, interaction (if present) was completely confounded with

the block effect induced by the assigmnent of common random number streams and

antithetic random number Streams as prescribed by the Schruben-Margolin strategy.

Table 8 shows how the treatments were assigned to the blocks so as to confound x,x,x,

with blocks.

lncluding the block effect, the complete mathematical model for this experiment is

given by:

Zzmm = ßo + 81+ ß1x11+ ßzxzj + ß3x3k + ß-txuxzj + ßsxizxsk + ß6x2jx3k (5- 1 1)
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Table 8. Assignment of Treatment Combinations to Blocks for the Assembly Shop Example

Block J Response Index Treatment Combination
(Random Number Assignment) k x, xz x, ‘

1 1 -1 -1 + 1
2 -1 + 1 -1

(Common Streams R) 3 + 1 -1 -1
4 + 1 + 1 + 1

2 5 -1 -1 -1
_ 6 -1 + 1 + 1

(Antithetic Streams R) 7 + 1 + 1 -1
8 + 1 -1 + 1
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where B, is the random effect of the lth block, confounded with the x,x,.x, interaction such
that {B,: I= 1, 2} IID ~ l’V(;4„,,, aj,) with aj, S oz and pw, = 0, if the x,x2x3 interaction does
not exist. The block effect B, is random due to the random selection of the set of random
number streams, R, that is used by all design points in Block l. All of the design points
in Block 2 use the antithetic set of streams R (see assignment rule in Chapter 3).

To provide the desired sign pattern for the induced correlations, the job-shop sim-
ulation was structured so as to maintain the following properties across all eight runs
constituting a single day of simulated operation under every alternative system config-
uration:

1. The response z has the same monoronic dependence on the izh random number
sampled within a run when all other random numbers are fixed (i= 1, 2, ...).

2. Random numbers are assigned to jobs in a synchronized manner so that the

stochastic characteristics generated for the jth job (namely, the arrival time, routing,

and service times for the job) are the same for every alternative within the same

block (j= 1, 2, ...).

For a detailed discussion of the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy, see

Chapter 3.

The job—shop simulation was coded in the SLAM II simulation language (Pritsker
1986). The code is given in Appendix VII. For a given design point, one replication

consisted of simulating the job-shop activities for one day, running from 8:00 A.M. to

6:00 P.M. Although no arrivals were generated after 4:00 P.M., the simulation was al-

lowed to run until 6:00 P.M. in order to clear the system of all entities.CHAPTER 5 68
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The assembly shop experiment was simulated with 10 independent replications at

each of the m= 8 design points. The resulting set of simulation responses is displayed

in Table 9, and the corresponding sample correlation matrix is given by:

1.0000 .5080 .4022 .5566 -.0133 -.3722 -.4911 -.4699
.5081 1.0000 .9093 .9213 -.1932 -.3293 -.5835 -.5626
.4023 .9091 1.0000 .9838 -.2366 -.2966 -.3332 -.3595
.5562 .9213 .9832 1.0000 -.1639 -.2923 -.3624 -.3753 512

-.0131 -.1930 -.2362 -.1634 1.0000 .9119 .5422 .6761 ' ( ' )

-.3724 -.3292 -.2963 -.2922 .9110 1.0000 .6938 .8063
-.4910 -.5831 -.3331 -.3622 .5421 .6932 1.0000 .9834
-.4690 -.5620 -.3595 -.3756 .6763 .8061 .9835 1.0000

The corresponding sample covariance matrix of = (8,,, 23,, ..., ,136)’ is given by:

9.7992 7.0811 .1012 .1941 .0692 .1712 6.7811
7.0801 6.1423 .1773 -.4352 -.3351 .0572 5.2272
.1003 .1777 .0525 -.1008 -.1706 .0171 0.0823
.1928 3 -.4353 -.1006 .4332 .3082 .0053 -.5001 . (5.13)
.0674 -.3336 -.1727 .3101 .6428 -.0506 .3507
.1725 .0552 .0182 .0082 -.0509 .0352 .1122
6.782 5.2254 .0831 -.5007 .3509 .1128 8.7352

From formulas (3.34), (3.40), (3.41), and (3.42) the following results were obtained:

82 = 45.2300, 8} = 70.7800, 8% = 139.6800, and ·1·§ = 19.2300.

The second experiment of this example was simulated under the same conditions as

experiment 1, except that the fourth random component, the stream that generates val-

ues for service at station 3, was randomly selected. Note that only 5% of jobs go

through this station.
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For experiment 2, let y denote the average system sojourn time for all jobs processed
during a day of simulated operation. The postulated mathematical model for y is given

by:

yükn = ßo + ß1x1:+ ßzxzj + ßaxak + ßaxizxzj + ß5xlix3k + ß6x2jx3k + (5-14)

ßvxizxzjxsk ‘I’ 8(ük)m

where

y„,,„ = the response for the nth run of the simulation using the ith service
time distribution at station 1, the jth service time distribution at

station 2, and the kth service time distribution at station 3;

,8,, = the overall mean response;
x„ = the fixed effect of the izh service time distribution at station 1;

xzj = the fixed effect of the jth service time distribution at station 2;
I

xhxzj = the fixed effect of the interaction of the izh level of x, with the jth

level of x2;

x,,„ = the fixed effect of the kt/1 service time distribution at station 3;

x,,x,,, = the fixed effect of the interaction of the ith level of x, with the kzh

level ofx,;

x,].x3,, = the fixed effect of the interaction of the jth level of x, with the kzh

level of x,;

x,,x,,.x,,,= the fixed effect of the interaction of the ith level of x, with the jth

level of
Ix,

and the kth level ofx,.

6(„,,)„ = the residual error for the nth run of the simulation at factor levels
x,,, xzj, and x,,, such that {s(„,,,„ : for all i,j, k, rz} IID ~ N(0, 6*).
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As before, this 2° factorial design is orthogonally blockable into two blocks of four

design points each. The x,x,x, interaction, with one degree of freedom, was again used
to divide the experiment into two incomplete blocks of four design points each.

Including the block effect, the complete mathematical model for this experiment is
given by:

0

.V1g1m = Bo + B1 + ß1x11+ ßzxzj + ß3x3k + ß4x1ix2j + ßsxizxsk + ß6x2jx3k + 8(l{jk)n• (5-15)

where B, = the random effect of the lth block, confounded with the x,x,x, interaction
such that {B,: I = 1, 2} IID ~ N(11,,,„ aß) with aß 5 az and 11,,,, = 0, if the x,x,x, interaction
does not exist; and 6;,,,,,,, = the residual error for the nt/2 run of the simulation at factor

levels x,,, x,,, and x,,, such that {s,,„,,,„ : for all I, i, j, k, rz} IID ~ N(0, az — aß). The block
effect B, is random due to the random selection of the set of random number streams,

R, that is used by all design points in Block 1. All of the design points in Block 2 use

the antithetic set of streams R.
This assembly shop experiment was simulated with 10 independent replications at

each of the m= 8 design points. The resulting set of simulation responses is displayed

in Table 10, and the corresponding sample correlation matrix is given by:

1.0000 .7472 .4162 .5743 .0341 -.2993 -.4553 -.4401
.7472 1.0000 .8124 .8892 .0223 -.2101 -.5186 -.4744
.4162 .8136 1.0000 .9812 -.2092 -.2797 -.3193 -.3485
.5745 .8893 .9811 1.0000 -.1436 -.2742 -.3678 -.3818 (5 16).0347 .0226 -.2093 -.1432 1.0000 .9333 .5382 .6880 ° '

-.2993 -.2102 -.2787 -.2731 .9323 1.0000 .6779 .8109
-.4552 -.5186 -.3199 -.3665 .5386 .6772 1.0000 .9758
-.4401 -.4757 -.3487 -.3810 .6889 .8101 .9764 1.0000

The sample covariance matrix of = (B0, ,fi,, ..., ,B,)' is given by:C1-{AFTER 5 72
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10.0502 6.8129 -.1020 .5881 .4201 -.01221 6.5721
6.8161 6.1801 .0692 -.3323 -.2123 -.1031 5.2631
-.1018 .0608 .0431 -.0983 -.1710 .0316 -0.0909
.5829 -.3329 -.0978 .4692 .3300 .0001 -.1807 . (5.17)
.4263 -.2129 -.1692 .3392 .7397 -.0976 .6702

-.0117 -.1019 .0201 .0000 -.0882 .0600 -.0621
6.5792 5.2631 -.0967 -.1892 .6756 -.0621 8.7221

From formulas (3.34), (3.40), (3.41), and (3.42) the following results were obtained:
82 = 45.5500, %§ = 72.1100, = 139.2200, and ·”E§ = 19.4300.

Note that the results obtained from experiments 1 and 2 of example 2 are not sig-
nificantly different. This is because the stream that generated service times for station
3, where only 5% of all jobs went through service, was chosen to be randomly selected
across design points. This stream was chosen to be randomly selected so as not to cause
a significant amount of variation in the simulation results while, still allowing pure error
to enter the model.
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6. Summary and Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the contributions of this research and reviews the conclu-

sions reached. In carrying out this research many avenues for future research were un-

covered. These avenues are discussed at the end of this chapter.

This research identifies conditions under which the pure error component is absent

in simulation experiments conducted under the Schruben-Margolin correlation induction

strategy. It also provides an appropriate statistical analysis technique for simulation

experiments conducted under these conditions.

6.1. Review of Results

A simulation experiment is usually driven by randomly chosen streams, or sequences

of real numbers scaled to the interval [0,1]. When all of the random number streams are

utilized in a simulation experiment designed to estimate the metamodel for a univariate

response, a measure of pure error will not exist in the generated responses. This is true

because the stochastic variation in each simulation, which is caused by the stream of

random numbers, is controlled across design points.
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By eliminating all of the "random," unexplained Variation in the simulation exper-
iment, Schruben and Margolin (1978) show how to increase the efficiency of a simu-
lation experiment. Their method involves combining common random numbers and
antithetic variates in the same designed experiment, such that all streams are used to
induce correlations. Upon implementation of the Schruben-Margolin correlation in-
duction strategy, (if all streams are used to induce correlations) the generated simulation
responses will not contain a measure of pure error. Thus, all Values are known exactly
upon generation of the output.

A simple example, given in Chapter 5, illustrates how the implementation of the
Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy can aflect the presence of pure error
in the generated simulation responses. Two experiments were simulated under the
Schruben-Margolin strategy such that: (1) all streams were used to induce correlations
and (2) one stream was randomly selected across design points. No unexplained Vari-
ation was observed in the responses generated from the first experiment. This implies
that the test given in (4.37) is not rejected, and that the hypothesized metamodel is
clearly correct. The Variation is explained by the block effect, as representative of rg.

Experiment 2 was simulated exactly as Experiment 1, except that a measure of pure
error was allowed to enter the model by selecting one stream randomly across all design
points. Here, an unexplained Variation was observed in the responses generated from
the experiment. This is seen clearly by rf and ·c§, which are both significantly different

l from 0. These two simple experiments clearly identify conditions under which a measure
of pure error is appropriate for the simulation model.

This first example was completed by the inclusion of two more experiments which
clearly show how the lack-of-fit of the hypothesized model can affect the statistical
analysis. These two experiments were simulated exactly as the first set of experiments,
except that a non-linear model was used to generate the responses. The statistical
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analysis, however, was conducted under the assumption that the true relationship be-
tween the response and the levels of the input factors was linear. As shown by Exper-

iment 3, if the hypothesized model is incorrect, then the statistical analysis will show that

an unexplained variation does exist among the responses. This variation, however, is
not due to the procedure used to perform the simulation experiment, but instead, to the
lack-of—fit of the hypothesized model. An even higher variation is shown in Experiment

4, where the hypothesized model is incorrect and one stream is randomly selected across

design points. These two experiments clearly demonstrate how the adequacy of the hy-

pothesized model can affect the results obtained from the statistical analysis.

These last two experiments explain the results obtained in the Nozari, Arnold, and

Pegden assembly shop example. The assembly shop example was simulated under the

Schruben-Margolin correlation induction strategy with: (1) all streams used to induce

correlations, and (2) with one stream randornly selected across design points. For both

experiments, a very high variation was observed among the responses. This implies that

the test given in (4.37) was rejected. From Experiments 3 and 4, it can be concluded that

this variation is due to the lack-of-lit of the hypothesized metamodel, and not the

method used to conduct the experiment. Thus, the assembly shop example must not be

indicative of a true linear model; the model should probably display at least 2nd order

terms.
One point that this research makes clear, is that the hypothesized metamodel must

be correct in order to obtain accurate results from the simulation experiment. In par-

ticular, in order to successfully adopt the Schruben—Margolin correlation induction

strategy along with the appropriate statistical analysis given in this document, the ana-

lyst must be certain that a linear relationship exists between the response of interest and

the input variables.
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6.2. Future Research

In practice, most models are not strictly linear. Thus, there are two major avenues
of research stemming directly from the material presented in this thesis. The first avenue
involves extending the combined use of common random numbers and antithetic
variates to include second-order linear metamodels. The second avenue considers mul-
tiple responses at each design point. The former avenue of research would, necessarily
involve a redevelopment of the Schruben—Marg0lin correlation induction strategy to al-
low for second-order terms in the metamodel. These contributions would aid in the de-
velopment of better metamodel estimation for simulation experiments.
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This appendix contains a formal proof of equation (4.7) in Chapter 4. From (4.6),

it is seen that G' = (l“®1,)G, where I" is given by (4.4) and G is given in (4.3). Clearly,

by the definition of the right Krorzccker product given on p. 29, the following is true:

xm) 0(m x m) 0(m x m)
0(m x m) x m) 0(m x m)

I"®I, = ° • · •
(A 1. 1)

0(m x m) 0(m x m) r(m x m) (mrx mr)

and

rX(m >< p)
rX(m >< p)

(I”®I,)G=
•

. (Al.2)

TX(m X P) (mr x p)

Equation (5.76) of Tew (1986) yields:

I
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0

V2 p

"' 0 0 ¤ 0-1))

FX X* 0 0'(1XC'qTl

0'(<m—2> ¤ 1)
C' Tq 2 «»·-2> ¤ 0-1>> ("' *‘P>

so that: _
X*
X*

6* = e . (,41.4)

(mr x p)
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APPENDIX II

This appendix contains a formal proof of equation (4.9) in Chapter 4. From p. 29

of Chapter 3, it is seen that 9, = E,®I,, where E, is given by (3.25). Also, by the defi-

nition of the right Krorzecker product given on p. 29, the following is true:

(9; = Cov(Y*) = Cov((l“®I,)Y) = (I“®I,)Cov(Y)(l“®I,)’. (A2.l)

Now, by definition,

E-), = Cov(Y) = El®I, (A2.2)

so that by (A2.1) and the properties of the right Kronecker product,

9; = (I"®I„)(Z1®L)(l“'®l„)— (A2-3)

Equation (A2.3) can be reduced to :

(9; = (1"ElI“’)®I,. (A2.4)

(See p. 386 of Arnold (1981)). Now,
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[ L L _Z__, Z Z z
_»y__ w w w w w

Cu(l * p+) C21(1 " p+) ••• cq1(l * P4,) O 0 ••• 0

¢'12(l " 9+) c22(l ‘ 9+) 9+) 0 0 0

[ Cl(q—l)(l "' P+) C2(q—l)(l " P+) ‘·°q(q—1)Ü ' P+) 0 0 0

0 0 0 C11(1 — 9+) ¢'z1(1 — 9+) 9+)

0 0 O C12(l — 9+) ¢zz(1 — 9+) ¢‘„z(1 — 9+)

0 0 ••• 0 Cl(q_l)(l ' p+) c2(q__l)(l * [7+) „• Cq(q_1)(l •· p+)

where

Z = 1 + (<1 - 1)p+ — <1p-„ (A2-6)

W = 1 + (Z1 — 1)p+ + <1p-„ (A2.7)

and cu (fori= 1, 2,..., q andj= 1, 2, ..., (q — 1)) is the ijth entry of C,. The structure of

(A2.5) results from the following property of the c„’s due to (q·”l,C,) being orthogonal:
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0
Zcü, j= 1, 2, ..., (q- 1). (A2.8)
2:1

Now,
—-V: —Vzl' l' C 0

V =
(m)-y, ,q (m) q , (A2.9)

_ (m) lq —(m) lq 0 Cq

so that when the matrix in (A2.5) is post-multiplied on the right by I"', then:

z 0 0 0
0 w 0 0
0 0 (1 — p+) 0

62 ..... (A2.l0)

0 0 0 (1 — p+)
(m x m)

where z and w are defined above.

Letting 1% = ¤2(1 + (0 — Up. — 010-), rä = ¤*(1 + (0 —— Up. + 00-), and rä = ¤’(1 — p.),
yieldsz

@ 0 0*
(I"ElI"') = 0 rg 0' , (A2.1l)

0 0 räl,

so that, by (A2.4):
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TQ 0 0*
0}: 0 Tg 0* @1,. (A2.l2)

0 0 TQ1,
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This appendix contains a formal proof of equation (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18).

Equation (3.21) yields the following results:

E[WB] = 0(„, X 1) (A3.1)

and

Cov[Z] = Cov[Gß -1- (WB)®1,] =

= Cov[(WB)®1,].

But Cov[(WB)®1,] = Cov(WB)®I, because the replicates are independent. Now by

(3.21) the covariance structure of WB is:

C0v(WB) = WCOv(B)W' =

=w„*[ ’°+ "’°‘ ]w·=„2 ”+ E""¤"'"·’ —p‘ E""¤"'”=° . (A3.2)
Schruben and Margolin (1978) also make the assumption that the block effects are

normally distributed. This assumption along with (A3.1) and (A3.2) yields equation

(4.20).
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APPENDIX IV

This appendix contains a formal proof of equation (4.21) in Chapter 4. The form

of this proof follows closely that of Appendix I1. Let (9, = E,®I,, where 2, is given by

Ä (4.18). Now, by the definition of the rzght Krorzecker product given on p. 29, the fol-

lowing is true:

o, = c9v(z') = Cov((I"®I,)Z) = (I“®I,)Cov(Z)(I“®I,)'. (A4.1)

And, by definition,

o, = c9»(z) = 2,691, (,44.2)

, so that by (A4.1) and the properties of the right Kroneckcr product,

9; = (l”®!„)(-‘?2®!,)(l"’®i„)- (A4-3)

Equation (A4.3) can be reduced to :

0; = (r2,r·)®1,. (/14.4)

(See p. 386 ofArnold (1981)). Now,

Ä

i
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LL LLL L
J? J? ./F? J? „/Z J?

w w w —w —w —w
J? J? J? J? J? J?

0 0 0 0 0 0

rz, = U2 . . . . . . . . , (,44.5)

0 0 0 0 0 0

where

Z = q(P+ — P-) (A4-6)

and

w = q(P+ + P-)- (A47)

Now,

(m)- °l'q — (m)- °l'q 0 Cq

so that when the matrix in (A4.5) is post-multiplied on the right by I"', then:
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z 0 0 0
0 w 0 0
0 0 0 0(I”E2l“') = 62..... (,44.9)

0 0 0 0
(mxm)

where z and w arc dcüned abovc.
5 Lctting lg = 62q(p+ — p_), lg = o2q(p+ + p_), and lg = 0, yicldsz

lä 0 0·
(I’E2l“')= 0 lg 0' , (A4.10)

0 0 lgx,

so that, by (A4.4):

lg 0 0·
®;= 0 lä 0’ ®I,. (A4.11)

0 0 lgx,
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This appendix contains a formal proof of equation (4.27) in Chapter 4. Since it is

assumed that X is orthogonal, (see (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) of Chapter 3) the following

holds true:
<1(ß+ ·— p-) <1(ß+ — ß-) q(p+ — p-)0 0 0

X’22 = 620

0 0 fp >< m)
which, in turn, yields:

mq(p+—p_) 0 00 0 0
X’E2X = 620

0 0 (pw)
Now,
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IW O O O O
0 I 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 O

(X'X)_l=02 ...... (A5.3)

‘
. . . . I 0
0 0 0 O I

(pw)

so that:

-5—(p+—p_) 0 0
0 0 O

(X'X)—lX'E2X(X'X)_-1 = · I • · (A5.4)

O 0 0
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APPENDIX VI

This appendix gives a formal proof of equation (4.30) in Chapter 4. Clearly, by
(4.26) and (4.27) the following is true:

V. ^
~ N(0,1). (A6.})

1

Also, let -

Ä — V^ ^ — Vj? A6 211—'° “"(ß0)— (mr) · ( ·)

Then, by (4.29) and (A6.2),

1) ~ x’(r— 1). (A6.3)
Ä}

Now, Ä} is independent of Ä, since Ä,, is independent of Ä,, (see Theorem 3.5 of Seber

(1977)) so that:

(mr) *01., —— ß„> V ,
._Ä...11.l—...= ,„ [(,._ })_ (A6_4)A10 -1) A A1

li
(V — 1)
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APPENDIX VII

//A223 JOB 452A6,CRENSHAW,TIME= 1,REGION= 5500K /*PRIORITY STANDARD

/*ROUTE PRINT VTMVSLRMT33 /*JOBPARM LINES= 5 //STEP1 EXEC SLAMCG

//FORT.SYSIN DD *
PROGRAM MAIN

COMMON/SCOMI/ATRIB(100),DD(l00),DDL(100),DTNOW,II,MFA,

*MSTOP,NCLNR,NCRDR,NPRNT,NNRUN,NNSET,NTAPE,SS(100),

*SSL(100),TNEXT,TNOW,XX(I00)

COMMON/UCOM1/FX(3),XVAL(3),NCUST(3)

COMMON QSET(5000)

DIMENSION NSET(5000)
J

EQUIVALENCE (NSET(1),QSE'I(l))

NNSET = 5000

NCRDR = 5

NPRNT = 6

NTAPE = 7

CALL SLAM

STOP

END

SUBROUTINE INTLC

COMMON/SCOMI/ATRIB(l00),DD(lO0),DDL(l00),DTNOW,II,MFA,

*MSTOP,NCLNR,NCRDR,NPRNT,NNRUN,NNSET,NTAPE,SS(100),
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*SSL(100),TNEXT,TNOW,XX( 100)

COMMON/UCOM1/FX(3),XVAL(3),NCUST(3) C*"‘***ESTABLISH THE PROBABILI-

TIES FOR GOING TO A PARTICULAR STATION C*****AFTER COMPLETING SER-

VICE AT STATION ONE.

FX(1) = .15

FX(2) = .95

FX(3) = 1.00

XVAL(1) = 1.

XVAL(2) = 2.

XVAL(3) = 3. C*****NO CUSTOMERS IN THE SYSTEM

NCUST(1) = 0

NCUST(2) = 0

NCUST(3) = 0

ATR1B(1) = 0.

ATRIB(2) = 1. C*****SCHEDULE THE FIRST ARRIVAL TO OCCUR.

TNA = EXPON(6.,1)

CALL SCHDL(1,TNA,ATRIB)

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE EVENT(I)

GO TO (1,2),1 Ä

1 CALL ARVL
RETURN

2 CALL ENDSV

RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE ARVL
COMMON/SCOM1/ATRIB(100),DD(100),DDL(100),DTNOW,II,MFA,

*MSTOP,NCLNR,NCRDR,NPRNT,NNRUN,NNSET,NTAPE,SS(100),

*SSL(100),TNEXT,TNOW,XX( 100)

COMMON/UCOM1/FX(3),XVAL(3),NCUST(3)

TNA = EXPON(6.,1)

NCUST(l) = NCUST(1) + 1

ATRIB(1) = TNOW

ATRIB(2)= 1.

GRET = DPROB(FX,XVAL,3,2) ~

IF(GRET .LE. 2.5) ATRIB(2)= 2.

IF(GRET .LE. 1.5) ATRIB(2)=3. C****"‘THE THIRD ATTRIBUTE IS THE CUR-

RENT STATION FOR THE CUSTOMER C*****THE FOURTH ATTRIBUTE IS THE
SERVICE TIME AT STATION 1 C*****THE FIFTH ATTRIBUTE IS THE SERVICE
TIME AT STATION 2 C*"'***THE SIXTH ATTRIBUTE IS THE SERVICE TIME AT
STATION 3

ATRIB(3) = 1.0

ATRIB(4) = 1.0

ATRIB(5) = UNFRM(0.0,1.0,3)

ATRIB(6) = UNFRM( I2.0,24.0,4)

IF(NCUST(1) .GT. 1.5) GO TO 10 C*****NO JOBS WAITING AT STATION ONE.

TNS = ATRIB(4)

CALL SCHDL(2,TNS,ATRIB) C*****SCHEDULE THE NEXT ARRIVAL IF CUR-

RENT TIME IS NOT PAST 480.
IF(TNOW .LE. 480.) CALL SCHDL(1,TNA,A'I“RIB)

RETURN C*****JOBS WAITING AT STATION ONE.
10 CALL FILEM(1,ATRIB) C*****SCHEDULE THE NEXT ARRIVAL IF CURRENT

TIME IS NOT PAST 480.APPENDIX VII 94



IF(TNOW .LE. 480.) CALL SCHDL(1,TNA,ATRIB)

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ENDSV
COMMON/SCOM1/ATRIB(100),DD(100),DDL(100),DTNOW,II,1\/IFA,

h

*MSTOP,NCLNR,NCRDR,NPRNT,NNRUN,NNSET,NTAPE,SS(100),

L "‘SSL( 100) ,TNEXT,TNOW,XX( 100)

h COMMON/UCOM1/FX(3),XVAL(3),NCUST(3) C*****IS THE JOB CURRENTLY AT

STATION ONE, TWO, OR TI·IREE?
IF(ATRIB(3) .GE. 3.) GO TO 30

IF(ATRIB(3) .GE. 2.) GO TO 20 C*****THE JOB IS AT STATION ONE. DOES THE

JOB GO TO STATION C*****TWO OR THREE AFTER STATION ONE?
IF(ATRIB(2) .GE. 3.) GO TO 40

IF(ATRIB(2) .GE. 2.) GO TO 50 C*****LEAVE THE SYSTEM AFTER STATION ONE.

TSYS = TNOW-ATRIB( 1)

CALL COLCT(TSYS,1)

52 NCUST(1) = NCUST(1)-1

IF(NCUST(1) .GE. 1) GO TO 60

RETURN
60 CALL RMOVE(1,1,ATRIB)

TNS = ATRIB(4)

CALL SCHDL(2,TNS,ATRIB)
RETURN

C"‘*"'**GO TO STATION TWO AFTER STATION ONE.
50 ATR1B(3) = 2.

NCUST(2) = NCUST(2) + 1APPENDIX VII 95
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IF(NCUST(2) .GT. 1) GO TO 51

TNS = ATRIB(5)

CALL SCHDL(2,TNS,ATRIB)
GO TO 52

51 CALL FILEM(2,ATRIB)
1 GO TO 52

C***"‘*GO TO STATION THREE AFTER STATION ONE.
40 ATRIB(3) = 3.

NCUST(3) = NCUST(3) + 1

IF(NCUST(3) .GT. 1) GO TO 41

TNS = ATRIB(6)

CALL SCHDL(2,TNS,ATRIB)

GO TO 52
41 CALL FILEM(3,ATRIB)

GO TO 52

C*****THE JOB IS AT STATION TWO.
20 TSYS = TNOW—ATRIB(1)

ST2 = (ATRIB(5)-.5)/.2887

CALL COLCT(ST2,2)

CALL COLCT(TSYS,1)

NCUST(2) = NCUST(2)-1

IF(NCUST(2) .GE. 1) GO TO 21

RETURN
21 CALL RMOVE(l,2,ATRIB)

TNS = ATR1B(5)

CALL SCHDL(2,TNS,ATRIB)
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RETURN

C*****THE JOB IS AT STATION THREE.
30 TSYS = TNOW-ATRIB(1)

ST3 = (ATRIB(6)· 18.0)/3.4641

CALL COLCT(ST3,3)

CALL COLCT(TSYS,1)

1
NCUST(3) = NCUST(3)-1

IF(NCUST(3) .GE. I) GO TO 31

RETURN
31 CALL RMOVE(I,3,ATRIB)

TNS = ATRIB(6)

CALL SCHDL(2,TNS,ATRIB)

RETURN
END

//GO.SYSIN DD *
GEN,CRENSHAW,EXP2 PT #5,8/04/1989,10;
LIMITS,3,6,200;
STAT,1,SYSTEM JOB TIME;
STAT,2,SERV1CE TIME 2;
STAT,3,SERVICE TIME 3;
FIN; /* // .
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Table ll. Seeds Used for the Schruben-Margolin Strategy in the Absence of Pure Error

Replication Seed 1 Seed 2 Seed 3 Seed 4
Number i

1 13881 17121 19561 19851
2 23881 27121 29561 29851
3 33881 37121 39561 39851

4 43881 47121 49561 49851

5 53881 57121 59561 59851
6 63881 67121 69561 69851
7 73881 77121 79561 79851 ·
8 83881 87121 89561 89851

9 93881 97121 99561 99851

10 103881 107121 109561 109851
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Table 12. seeds Used rar t1re Schrubcn-Margolin Strategy With Pure Error

Replication Seed 1 Seed 2 Seed 3
Number i, 1 13881 17121 19561

‘ 2 23881 27121 29561
1 3 33881 37121 39561

4 43881 47121 49561

5 53881 57121 59561

6 63881 67121 69561
h

7 73881 77121 79561

8 83881 87121 89561

9 93881 97121 99561
. 10 103881 107121 109561

1
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Table 13. Seeds Used rer the Manual Simulation Experiment \Vherc All Streams Are Used tp lnduceCorrclations

’ Replication Seed 1 Seed 2
Number i

} 1 .2773 .1213
i 2 .4108 .1923

3 .7779 .3357
4 .5991 .5348
5 .5024 .7344
6 .1923 .8438
7 .4351 .5899
8 .9037 .4605
9 .6635 .936610 .4800 .9675
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Table 14. Seeds Used for the Manual Simulation Experiment Where One Stream is Randomly Selected
Across Design Points

I Replication Seed 1 Seed 2 Seed 2 Seed 2 Seed 2
Number i Pt 1 Pt 2 Pt 3 Pt 4

1 .2773 .4359 .1160 .3120 .0993
I 2 .4108 .1221 .2964 .5250 .5942

3 .7779 .7623 .3462 .7335 .9010
4 .5991 .3649 .3140 .9194 .0360

5 .5024 .4232 .2671 .2633 .6291

6 .1923 .0432 .1342 .8171 .1624

7 .4351 .6269 .8614 .5094 .3653

8 .9037 .0078 .0851 .8083 .7109

9 .6635 .3976 .9065 .4481 .9152

10 .4800 .9473 .9737 .1812 .2704
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